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  Chapter 481 [V337] Human Set Collapse 

 

   Where does the current queen still look dignified and virtuous in the past? Not only her words 

were mean, but her voice was sharp and sharp, and even her hideous expression was like the most 

terrifying resentful woman in the world. 

 

   At that moment, the monarch felt that something he had always believed in suddenly collapsed. 

 

   The monarch looked at the queen in disbelief. 

 

  The queen saw the shock and disappointment in the eyes of the monarch. Those are the eyes that 

are revealed when beautiful things are destroyed. The queen's heart became more and more flustered. 

She wanted to do something, but couldn't do anything. 

 

   The palace maid who was holding the tray by the side was already frightened and she lowered her 

head, holding the tray tightly with both hands, shaking like a sieve. 

 

   She had said that the queen was innocent one second ago, but the next moment the queen said 

what was on her mind. 

 

   Of course, what she is most afraid of is not this, but the high-ranking queen, how did she become a 

resentful woman who is more mad than Concubine Yun? 

 

   Concubine Yun used to be noisy and the battles were huge, but she was just crazy in doing things, 

not crazy in life, and when she said something she shouldn't say, she looked pretty when she was crazy, 

the queen just... 

 

   The maid boldly glanced at the queen, and was so frightened that the tray in her hand fell! 

 

  The medicine bowl shattered and the concoction spilled all over the floor. 

 



   "Damn slaves! Damn slaves!" The palace maid kowtowed in panic! 

 

   If the queen doesn't understand what happened, she can't explain it. That little thing just threw a 

lot of bugs at her, he must have made himself like this! 

 

The Queen    was looking for Little Treasure this time. She stared at a pair of red bloodshot eyes and 

rushed towards Little Treasure with her teeth and claws open. 

 

   "Queen!" The king grabbed her arm and shouted sharply. 

 

  The queen woke up instantly as if she was hit in the head. 

 

   But Yu Wan made up her mind to bring her son back to the manor, but she searched half of the 

middle palace and couldn't see them. Finally, she heard the movement here and walked over quickly. 

What did she see? 

 

The house was in disarray, the maid kowtowed her head tremblingly, her son stood at the door with a 

confused face, the queen was half-slanted on the ground, her bun was loose, and her hood was also 

dropped, revealing a piece of hair that was bald by Dabao earlier. Beside her...a look of King Kong's 

angry eyes. 

 

   Yu Wan blinked oddly. 

 

   Did she miss something? 

 

   When the three little guys saw their mother coming, they rushed into her arms in unison, with five 

words written all over their bodies: Baby is so wronged! 

 

  The queen is so angry that she hurt people like this, who is wronged? 

 

Of course, Yu Wan finally learned about the incident from Xiaobao and Erbao. It turned out that the 

three of them wandered into Nangongyan's house unintentionally to fight mosquitoes for Nangongyan, 



but the queen misunderstood that she was insulting Nangongyan, and the queen was angry Under the 

rapid attack, Erbao hurt, Xiaobao murdered her, she came to teach Xiaobao again, and accidentally 

injured Dabao. 

 

   Her poor treasure. 

 

In order to avenge his brothers, Xiaobao put a little Gu Gu to bite her. Xiaobao is a half-hearted person 

who does not study Gu with Master Awei on weekdays. In the past, the queen was recruited. 

 

   The words that she said like a bean, nine times out of ten, were her true words. 

 

   If you just talk about it, it's worth it, and finally let Xiaobao do it almost in front of the monarch. 

 

The expression of    the monarch is called a wonderful one. 

 

   "It's really fighting mosquitoes." Erbao stretched out his little hand and showed his mother the 

little corpse of the mosquito in his palm. 

 

  Yu Wan patted his little head: "Mother trust you." 

 

  Er Bao rushed into his mother's arms and hugged, and Xiao Bao also squeezed over. 

 

  Yu Wan held up Xiaobao's head: "Look, you always bully Dabao. At the critical moment, Dabao still 

protects you, does he still bully Dabao?" 

 

   Little Treasure shook his head cutely. 

 

   I bullied Erbao! 

 

  Er Bao shivered! 



 

   Yu Wan said softly: "Okay, let's go to Suzaku Palace to say goodbye to Grandma Tai, and see her old 

man another day." 

 

   "Yeah!" The three nodded. 

 

  Yu Wan took the three little black eggs to Concubine Yun's Suzaku Palace. The monarch only said 

that Concubine Yun was not allowed to beat Suzaku Palace to come out, but no one was allowed to go 

inside. 

 

   Knowing that the three were leaving, Concubine Yun was very reluctant. 

 

The few days when a few little black eggs lived in the palace were the happiest time in her life. She 

never knew that God could treat her so kindly, and let her step into the loess when half of her body was 

in the loess. So many lovely children. 

 

   "We will come to see you often!" Erbao said sweetly, "We like Grandma the most!" 

 

   When it comes to flattery, no one can do it better. 

 

   Concubine Yun wiped her tears and said with a smile, "Okay, great grandma is waiting for you in 

the palace." 

 

   She brought the tangerines she picked to the little black eggs, knowing that they did not lack the 

things in the palace, but this was her heart, and the three little black eggs were extremely happy to 

accept them. 

 

   Concubine Yun used to think that others treated her well because she was good, but it took so 

many years to realize that it was because others were good enough. 

 

   "You taught them well." Concubine Yun said comfortably to Yu Wan. 

 



   Don't look at the three of them, but they are all very well-bred children, and they will never feel 

any discomfort when they get along with them. 

 

   "It's really an ordinary orange..." Concubine Yun whispered in tears. 

 

   The three little black eggs carried the small baskets in person, and took the oranges that Concubine 

Yun gave them to the carriage as if they were treasures. 

 

  … 

 

When Queen    woke up in the middle of the night, she suddenly opened her eyes and sat up from 

the bed. 

 

   She looked at the mattress on her body, and then at the familiar room, a feeling of dizziness struck, 

she held her forehead in pain and gasped. 

 

   "Niangniang, you are awake." The maid came over with an oil lamp and looked at the haggard 

queen worriedly. 

 

The Queen    wondered: "What about me? What about Your Majesty?" 

 

   She clearly remembered that it was in Yan'er's house just now, so why was she already lying on her 

phoenix bed in the blink of an eye? 

 

   The inner servant already knew what had happened. The palace maid who witnessed the queen's 

gaffe had already let him deal with it silently, but there were some things that he could not turn the tide 

as a little inner servant. 

 

He sighed and said, "You fainted, and the servants brought you back. Your Majesty, he... went back to 

his own bedroom, and now he should go to the imperial study again, madam, how do you feel? But 

what else is wrong? Are you comfortable?" 

 



   "Bengong..." The queen touched her face, rolled up her sleeves, and looked at her arms. The 

swelling and rash were gone, and the feeling of tightness in her chest and shortness of breath was gone. 

 

The    inner attendant explained: "The Gu Master came here and solved the Gu for you." 

 

   "I want to see the national teacher!" said the queen. 

 

  The waiter said: "When Niangniang was in a coma, the servant went to the National Teacher's Hall. 

Unfortunately, the National Teacher was in retreat." 

 

   "This juncture is closed..." The queen had another headache! 

 

   "Niangniang, you still have residual poison in your body, so drink the medicine first." After placing 

the oil lamp on the table, the waiter opened the food box, brought out a bowl of warm soup, and 

carefully presented it to the queen. 

 

   Thinking of her current situation, the queen is not in the mood to drink medicine. 

 

   "Niangniang." The inner servant advised. 

 

The Queen    closed her eyes, sighed helplessly, and took the medicine bowl: "You say, has this palace 

fallen out of favor?" 

 

  The Servant said: "How come? Can't you handle this little twist in your relationship with His Majesty 

for so many years?" 

 

  The queen opened her mouth: "But just now this palace..." 

 

   The inner servant said: "No one can be blameless unless they are saints and sages. There are still 

frequent disputes between civil couples. How can you and Your Majesty be spared? You must not feel 

cold to Your Majesty." 

 



"It's not that Ben Gong is cold to His Majesty, it is that His Majesty is cold to Ben Gong." The queen was 

about to drink the medicine, when the bowl was put down to her lips, she sighed deeply, "You can also 

see the current situation, the Yan'er of Ben Gong has fallen out of favor, Xi Er can't be used much, Li Er is 

a good seedling, but unfortunately... I'm afraid that this palace will also be implicated." 

 

   After drinking the medicine, the queen took a shower, put on a headgear, tidy up her appearance, 

and headed to the imperial study. 

 

  The monarch is diligent in government affairs, but he doesn't force himself to eat and clothes at 

night. He takes care of his body very much. However, it is late at night, and he still has no sign of going 

to rest. 

 

   "Your Majesty..." Wang's Chamberlain couldn't remember how many times he had persuaded him, 

"You won't go on like this, it will hurt your body." 

 

   The monarch did not speak. 

 

   After a while, the palace servant said again, "Your Majesty..." 

 

The monarch    interrupted him coldly: "Go to sleep if you are sleepy! Don't bother me!" 

 

"The queen is here." 

 

   The monarch's hand stopped. 

 

"Look..." The king's servant hesitated. In the past, he would not need to inform him at all. Whether it is 

the king's bedroom or the royal study, all of them are places where the queen can come and go freely. 

The waiter felt that it was better for him to be more cautious. 

 

   "Let her in," said the monarch. 

 

   "Yes." Wang Nei waited, turned to the Queen and said, "Niangniang, please." 



 

  The queen calmed down and entered the imperial study dignifiedly. 

 

   The mad woman in the evening seemed to be just an illusion of the monarch, and now she is the 

phoenix born from ashes. 

 

King    glanced at her and lowered his eyes with a complicated expression. 

 

The queen was already ready to respond to any reaction from the monarch. Seeing that the monarch 

treated her coldly than before, she was not in a hurry. She walked over slowly and looked at the 

monarch across the table: "Your Majesty, you are still angry with your servants and concubines. ?" 

 

   The monarch was silent. 

 

  The Queen said: "My concubine has been caught in a gu, and I don't mean it. Your Majesty just 

thought that the concubine suddenly lost her heart. The concubine has been His Majesty's wife for many 

years. Don't your Majesty know how the concubine is?" 

 

  Yeah, his queen, doesn't he understand? 

 

   Even after so many years, the monarch can still recall the first time he met her and Concubine Yun. 

 

   The first thing he saw was Concubine Yun. At that time, he didn't notice the empress beside him. It 

was the empress who stepped forward to relieve Concubine Yun. Only then did he realize that there 

were such outspoken and kind women in the world. 

 

   Concubine Yun is as beautiful as a poppy, but she is not suitable to be his queen. 

 

   Over the years, she has indeed not let him down. Her mother is the best in the world, and she is the 

empress of a generation. 

 



   She is right. After so many years of love, is it because she went mad after being attacked once, 

denying everything she dedicated to herself and Nanzhao country? 

 

  The monarch felt that he should not doubt the queen. He wanted to say that I forgive you, but the 

words came to his lips, but it turned into a sentence: "Did you push Dabao into the water?" 

 

   Of course he wasn't bewitched, but since he left the Central Palace, Yu Wan's question about the 

Empress has been circling in his mind - "How did the Empress know that it was Dabao who was 

rescued?" 

 

   He said it without hesitation. 

 

  The queen choked. 

 

   "Is that you?" the king asked again. . 

 

   Queen's throat slipped, she squeezed her fingers and said solemnly: "No, the concubine didn't push 

him into the water!" 

 

   "Is that you pulling the fence?" the king asked her, looking at her. 

 

  The Queen's heart skipped a beat. 

 

Her eyelashes trembled, and she complained aggrievedly: "Does your majesty just distrust your 

concubine so much? Dabao is the heir of your majesty. Could it be that majesty's concubine will hurt 

your majesty's blood? " 

 

The monarch    said wearily: "I don't believe you, you step back, I still have some official business to 

deal with." 

 

  The queen's eyes moved, she lowered her head unwillingly, and gave a proper salute: "Yes, the 

concubine will retire first." 



 

   Walking out of the imperial study, a gust of cold wind blew, and her heart was completely chilled. 

 

The    Gu Master was invited by the monarch, it doesn't matter whether she is crazy or not, the 

monarch's attitude towards her...after all, it's different! 

 

   "Wang Dequan." In the imperial study, the monarch put down his memorial and said, "Place the 

Suzaku Palace." 

 

   "...Yes." The palace servant wondered at midnight, why did you go to Concubine Yun's place? It's 

not that the energetic age can call people up in the middle of the night. 

 

  The monarch went to Suzaku Palace. 

 

   He was not in a hurry to let people know, but stood under the towering palace wall and was in a 

daze for a long time. 

 

   "Your Majesty..." Just when the waiter in the king asked him if he wanted to leave or stay, he 

stepped into the hall. 

 

   Concubine Yun did not rest, the three little black eggs left, she was so lonely that she could not 

sleep. 

 

   She sat on the swing frame for the little black eggs and swayed lightly. 

 

   Suddenly, a shadow fell at her feet, she was stunned for a while, then turned her head blankly, and 

saw the monarch who seemed to have aged ten years overnight under the silver-gray moonlight. 

 

   She didn't bother to pay attention to him, didn't get up to salute, turned her head, and continued 

shaking her own. 

 



   Zuo had already grounded her, and the big deal was to kill her. She met her daughter, and saw 

Awan and the three little black eggs. She had no regrets in her life, and it would be okay to die. 

 

  I don't know that the monarch was not angry, but walked to her side and stopped: "You said the 

other day that the queen colluded with the old national teacher, do you have any evidence?" 
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evidence? 

 

  Where did Concubine Yun come from? 

 

   She has evidence that she didn't hand it over to deal with the big white lotus? 

 

   But after thinking about it, with the monarch's trust in his Queen Bai Yueguang, even if he handed 

in the evidence, it would only be considered a fabrication. 

 

   "Why did Your Majesty ask this all of a sudden? Could it be that Your Majesty is finally willing to 

doubt your empress? This is really rare." Concubine Yun said sarcastically. 

 

   Of course she knew that the queen was being tricked and didn't recruit herself, but so what? With 

the monarch's feelings for the queen, the queen could be fooled with a few words afterwards, so 

Concubine Yun didn't believe that the monarch would suspect the queen because of one of the queen's 

gaffes. 

 

   There is no way, the monarch has no brains in Concubine Yun's heart. 

 

   "If you don't have any evidence, just pretend that I didn't come tonight." After the king said lightly, 

he turned around and was about to leave. 

 



   Really came here to check the evidence... 

 

  Concubine Yun's eyes rolled around, she stopped the swing frame, stood up and turned around to 

stop the king and said, "I don't have any evidence, because if I say it, Your Majesty won't believe it." 

 

The King    paused and looked at her solemnly. 

 

   "I heard it." Concubine Yun said, "I heard the conversation between the queen and the national 

teacher, and the national teacher himself said, 'In those days, the master took great pains, and the 

maiden should not let down the hard work of his old man'." 

 

   "That's it?" The king frowned. 

 

Concubine Yun said: "That's it, but it's enough to show that the queen has colluded with the old national 

teacher, isn't it? I went late and only heard half of it in the imperial garden, but someone listened more 

than me, maybe I can ask something. ." 

 

   The monarch looked at her in confusion: "What do you mean by this?" 

 

   Concubine Yun sighed: "This, we have to start from the fact that the concubine accidentally 

wandered into the old imperial garden a few years ago." 

 

  There are two imperial gardens in the palace. One was repaired by the monarch when he ascended 

the throne. After that, two palace maids were killed there. 

 

  Old Garden has been in trouble because few people will go there, and it gradually becomes 

deserted. 

 

  Concubine Yun is not afraid of death. She doesn't believe this, but feels that the other side is clean 

and occasionally goes to relax. 

 



In the evening of that day, she went to the old garden as usual, and when she was halfway through, she 

heard the sneaky voice of the queen, she hurriedly found a big tree to hide, and surreptitiously looked 

over there, only to see the queen and the national teacher standing there together. 

 

   The appearance of the two of them is very familiar, and it is clearly not the first time they have met 

in private. 

 

  Because Concubine Yun went late, the conversation between the two had basically ended. 

Concubine Yun saw the queen frowning and pondering something, and then the national teacher came 

and just said what she told the king. 

 

   She was wondering when she accidentally stepped on a dead leaf under her feet. The national 

teacher was instantly alert and yelled loudly: "Who is it! Come out!" 

 

   Concubine Yun thought she was doomed, but behind a rockery opposite her, a figure suddenly 

appeared and disappeared in the imperial garden. 

 

  The national teacher asked the queen to return to the bedroom, while he went after the mysterious 

man who had eavesdropped on the corner. 

 

Concubine Yun sighed: "That person probably didn't know that the concubine was also there, thinking 

that the one who was discovered by the national teacher was him, so he hurriedly fled. Silenced." 

 

   The monarch frowned. This incident not only involved the old national teacher, but even the new 

national teacher was not spared. How could this happen? 

 

   Concubine Yun saw his tangled face, and sneered: "Your Majesty can disbelieve me." 

 

   Anyway, for so many years, you never believed it. 

 

   The monarch pressed his aching eyebrows, and didn't say whether he believed it or not: "Can you 

see what that person looks like?" 

 



  Concubine Yun shook her head: "He just shook and disappeared, but the concubine felt that he 

should be a man." 

 

  This is irrelevant evidence, it is just an intuition that has been rolling and crawling in the harem for 

many years. Except for the monarch, she can't see men on weekdays, only the palace maids and 

eunuchs, so she suddenly noticed something different. 

 

   When the matter is investigated here, it is a dead end again. Concubine Yun's words are not 

unbelievable, but Concubine Yun can't say that the queen and the monarch have a pair of mouths. They 

both deny that they will fight against Concubine Yun again. 

 

  The monarch is reluctant to make such malicious speculations, after all, whether it is the queen or 

the national teacher, they were all people he deeply trusted. 

 

   The monarch's gaze fell on Concubine Yun's face again. 

 

   Getting together in just a few days seems to have taken half a lifetime. His attitude towards 

Concubine Yun has also undergone an unimaginable change. If she said so before, he would not believe 

a word of it. Now,,, 

 

   The monarch took a deep breath and said slowly, "It's getting late, the imperial concubine should 

rest early." 

 

   Concubine? 

 

   This is to restore her position? 

 

  The monarch is just saying that, but the monarch of a country, Jinkou Yuyan, can never take back his 

words. 

 

   Concubine Yun looked at him with wide eyes. 

 



   This look is exactly the same as that of the little black eggs. 

 

  The monarch couldn't resist such a look. He cleared his throat and said solemnly: "I heard that they 

like to eat oranges from the orchard. The imperial concubine will pick more when she has nothing to do, 

and I will send someone to deliver it to them." 

 

   I can go to the orchard. Is this even the lifting of the ban? 

 

   Concubine Yun had lived to this age, and finally began to doubt life. 

 

   "Your Majesty." 

 

   "What's the matter?" 

 

   Concubine Yun rubbed her hands: "Did you take the wrong medicine?" 

 

   Monarch: "...?!" 

 

  … 

 

  The Queen has been sending people to keep an eye on the monarch's movements, so she naturally 

knows that the monarch went to Concubine Yun's Suzaku Palace. What did he do in Suzaku Palace in the 

middle of the night? Not to mention that Concubine Yun had already rested, but she didn't. Could it be 

that he wanted to renew his old relationship with her? 

 

The Queen    paced back and forth in the bedroom. 

 

   "Niangniang." The servant said. 

 

  The queen raised her hand and motioned for him to keep silent. 



 

  The servant had to be silent. 

 

  The Queen took a few more steps, and Fang said, "You said, what exactly do you want to do when 

Your Majesty goes to Concubine Yun's place so late?" 

 

   "Maybe to compensate Concubine Yun." The inner servant speculated. 

 

   "If Ben Gong loses power, Concubine Yun will gain power." The Queen sneered, "Bengong knew 

this would happen earlier." 

 

  The servant thought for a while and said, "Didn't Concubine Yun slander you and the old national 

teacher in front of Your Majesty? The servant dared to speculate that His Majesty went to inquire about 

the truth of this matter." 

 

  After the biggest panic, the queen calmed down instead. She stood indifferently in the hall, looking 

in the direction of the yard: "It's been so long, forgive me that Your Majesty can't find a clue!" 

 

   After a few years, if we go to investigate the events of that day, we will not be able to find any 

clues, but if someone hands the clues found into the hands of the monarch, it will be another story. 

 

   "Young Master, are you sure you want to do this?" On Surabaya Street, Ying Shisan looked at Yan 

Jiuchao who had ordered him. 

 

  Yan Jiuchao said casually: "They won't tell us anyway, it's better to let the monarch ask and let him 

hear the first-hand news, which is more convincing than our report." 

 

   "I see." Ying Shisan nodded and flew to the palace. 

 

   In the afternoon, as soon as the monarch arrived in the imperial study, he heard the report of the 

king's inner servant: "The imperial concubine and the maiden ask to see you." 

 



   The monarch said: "Xuan." 

 

   Concubine Yun hurriedly entered the imperial study with a look of eagerness: "Your Majesty! The 

concubine remembered!" 

 

   "What do you remember?" The king looked at her sweaty face, and took a clean handkerchief and 

handed it to her. 

 

Concubine Yun took over and wiped it, and only after she realized that this move seemed too, too 

unreasonable to have happened between her and the monarch, she was stunned for a moment, but at 

this juncture, she had something important to do, so she quickly settled down. Forget this one. 

 

   She said sternly: "I remembered, I saw a tattoo on that person's body!" 

 

   The monarch pondered for a moment: "You mean... the person who appeared with you in the old 

imperial garden that night!" 

 

  Concubine Yun nodded, "That's right! There's a cyan tattoo on the back of his neck! It's about this 

big!" 

 

   Concubine Yun said, using the index finger and thumb of her right hand to make a hole the size of a 

copper coin. 

 

   It's a bit unsatisfactory to catch an assassin who has trespassed in the palace with just one tattoo, 

but the monarch really knows the master with the tattoo on the back of his neck. 

 

   The monarch's hand on the table clenched tightly, he looked at Concubine Yun and said, "How tall 

is it?" 

 

"This..." Concubine Yun looked like she was trying to recall, after so long, she didn't remember it, but her 

grandson-in-law asked Ying Shisan to send her a message, she knew what to say, "He, It's about the 

same size as His Majesty's youth." 

 



   The monarch's hand clenched even tighter: "What else can you think of?" 

 

   "No more." Concubine Yun shook her head. 

 

The face of the    monarch began to change unpredictably. 

 

Concubine Yun just pretended that she didn't see it, and continued to say innocently: "However, even if 

the concubine thinks about this, it is useless. He was discovered by the national teacher, how could the 

national teacher not deal with him? Maybe, he has already Let the national teacher be silenced." 

 

  It is too easy for a national teacher to destroy a person's mouth, but if the other party's status is 

valuable, the national teacher has to weigh the consequences. 

 

   "Is that him?" The monarch felt a chill in his heart. 

 

   If it is really him, then there are many things involved. 

 

   Concubine Yun who should be said has already finished speaking, and she performed flawlessly. 

Next, it is up to the monarch to see if he has the courage to break the boat. 

 

   "The concubine retire." Concubine Yun withdrew. 

 

   The monarch's heart seemed to have a big stone suddenly, he propped his forehead with his hand, 

gritted his teeth and called: "Wang Dequan!" 

 

  The King's Chamberlain stepped inside: "Your Majesty, what are your orders?" 

 

   The monarch said with a trembling voice, "Where is Heliansheng?" 

 



It's been a long time since I heard the name, and the waiter was stunned for a while, and then he 

remembered that Helian Sheng was the son of Helian Beiming and the Tan family. He was once the 

eldest young master of the Helian family. Even home. 

 

   Now there is no eldest young master in the Helian family, only the eldest young lady. 

 

   But at the old lady's place, Yan Jiuchao was always regarded as her own grandson. 

 

   "He Liansheng was kicked out of the house, and now his whereabouts are unknown, why did His 

Majesty suddenly ask about him?" 

 

   The monarch felt that the big stone in his heart was getting heavier and heavier, and he seemed to 

be unable to support his forehead with one hand: "Do you remember why He Liansheng was kicked out 

of the house?" 

 

  The king's chamberlain pondered for a moment and said, "What he said...he killed a commoner and 

contradicted the old lady. The old lady expelled this unfilial grandson from Helian's house in a fit of 

anger." 

 

  Helian's family is strict, and it is not surprising that he would do something righteous and kill his 

relatives. The former monarch also believed this. Although he heard some gossip after the incident, he 

did not take it to heart. 

 

  The king's servant glanced at the monarch: "Your Majesty, your face is not very good, are you too 

tired? The servant will help you go back to the palace to rest for a while?" 

 

   King said: "Have you heard of those gossips?" 

 

The waiter said: "Your Majesty means... He Liansheng is not a matter of the general's own flesh and 

blood? This servant has heard that the reason why the old lady drove her grandson out was because the 

Tan family had an affair with others, and Helian Sheng is the offspring of the Tan family and the 

adulterer. The old lady was unwilling to raise children for others, so she drove them away. The old lady 

also secretly made Tan's hair fall. As for the truth, the servant did not go to Helian. Home for 

verification." 



 

   The monarch frowned and said, "In that year, it seems that a lot of changes happened in the Helian 

family." 

 

The waiter of the king sighed: "Oh, isn't it? First, the general went into trouble, lost his martial arts and 

became a crippled person, and then He Liansheng killed one person and was expelled from the house. , 

if you say it is scattered, it will be scattered! What kind of evil is this all made of?" 

 

  The monarch had a bitter throat, and said in a daze: "I'm afraid it's not them who did it, it's 

someone among them who bumped into someone else to do it." 

 

  The king's servant was taken aback for a moment: "Why did your majesty say this?" 

 

The monarch    did not answer his words, but said: "Xuanhe Lian Beiming." 

 

   "...Yes." Wang Nei waited. 

 

   "Wait." The monarch paused, remembering that Helian Beiming's temperament couldn't do 

anything to deceive Madam's son, "He may not know about it, Mrs. Xuan Tan!" 
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Yu Wan first took the child to Helian's house to greet the old lady. She was stayed overnight by the old 

lady. The next day, she rushed to Sishui Street. The carriage stopped in front of the house on Sishui 

Street. Toot's little black egg jumped down. 

 

   Everyone carried a basket of tangerines in their hands and went into the house. 

 

   "Ah yo!" As soon as Shi Su collected the plate and went back to the kitchen, she almost collided 

with the three of them. Despite their chubby fatness, they didn't respond slowly, and they avoided it in a 

flash. 

 



   They are little fat boys, but they are also the most flexible little fat boys in the world! 

 

   "Hello, Sister Shisu!" Erbao greeted sweetly. 

 

The father and son were sitting in the study and playing chess, and when they heard Er Bao's voice, they 

put down the chess pieces in their hands. King Yan was not only a bookworm, but also a chess idiot. Not 

as good as those little guys who are hurting. 

 

   King Yan didn't play chess either, and neither did his son, so he dodged out, faster than the dark 

guard! 

 

   "Grandpa! I miss you so much!" Xiaobao was the first to see him and ran to him. 

 

   "Did Grandpa eat well in the few days we were away? Did you sleep well?" Erbao said softly and 

thoughtfully, and the simple and rude Little Treasure was instantly compared by him. 

 

  Xiaobao glared at him resentfully, and hugged King Yan with his little hands, occupying King Yan's 

arms and not giving Erbao a hug. 

 

  Er Bao was not angry. He turned his head and looked at Yan Jiuchao, who was approaching slowly, 

and said sweetly, "Dad, we are back." 

 

  Yan Jiuchao hummed, rubbed his little head, rubbed Dabao's, looked at the small basket they were 

carrying, and said, "What are you wearing?" 

 

   "Orange!" Xiaobao answered quickly. 

 

  Er Bao has a cute face: "It's a tangerine from Grandma Grandma, and Grandma Grandma picked it 

by herself." 

 

   So what? Still not as beautiful as Erbao said. 

 



  Xiaobao looked at his daddy's face with admiration, and pouted his little mouth in frustration. 

 

  The father and son waited for Yu Wan at the door for a while, and when they saw her coming over, 

they returned to the house with a few little guys. 

 

On the other side, Xiao Zhenting also heard the voices of a few little guys, and came over with a mighty 

force. King Yan gave him a few glances, but he rightly didn't see it. 

 

   "Let Grandpa Xiao see Dabao!" Xiao Zhenting lifted Dabao up. 

 

   Dabao blinked at him with **** eyes. 

 

The couple didn't have time to say anything about Dabao's falling into the water, but who is Xiao 

Zhenting? It's okay. 

 

   As expected of Cong'er's child, no one has such courage. 

 

   Xiao Zhenting nodded with satisfaction and threw the big treasure high. 

 

   "Wow--" Dabao exclaimed excitedly. 

 

   "I want me too!" 

 

   "Second treasure too!" 

 

   The two little guys hugged Xiao Zhenting's thighs and held them high. 

 

   Several people were frantic for a while, and laughed out a row of piglets. 

 



   After the play, several people did not forget to share the tangerines brought from the palace with 

their families. 

 

   "This was picked by Grandma Tai, you should eat it slowly." Er Bao said. 

 

   After the delivery, the three of them went to Shangguanyan's house with a small basket on their 

shoulders. However, what Shangguanyan got was not only the tangerines, but also a few small flowers 

picked from the palace. 

 

  Huahua was given to the little sister in Shangguanyan's belly. 

 

   "It's Auntie." Shangguan Yan corrected. 

 

   "Sister." Xiaobao said. 

 

   Smaller than them, she is my sister! 

 

   The so-and-so in the belly looked at his little DD, and suddenly had a little doubt about the birth of 

a womb... 

 

  There is a big difference in whether there are children in a family. The house of King Yan and Xiao 

Zhenting is noisy again. The three little black eggs come and go back and forth, and the courtyard is full 

of their small voices. 

 

   King Yan's eyes that had been melancholy for a long time had a little smile again. 

 

   In the past few days when the little guy was away, his appetite was not good. Seeing his eyes full of 

joy, Zisu winked at Fuling. The two went to the kitchen and made a few bowls of mutton noodles and 

served them out. 

 

   When the little guys smelled the meat, their stomachs groaned. 

 



   "My lord, let's eat with the young master." Shisu said. 

 

   King Yan nodded and sat down at the stone table in the open air. The three little guys climbed up 

on the stone bench, grabbed chopsticks in their little hands, and looked at King Yan without blinking. 

 

   King Yan moved his chopsticks to take the first bite, and they began to eat with a wheeze. 

 

   The first and third year snacks are very fragrant. 

 

Yu Wan stood in front of the window, withdrew the gaze that fell on the four of them, and turned 

around with a smile. Yan Jiuchao was struggling with his own pills. The juice is boiled into pills and 

swallowed with water. 

 

   Once in the morning and evening, twenty pills at a time, the pills were no more than the size of a 

grain of rice, and ordinary people swallowed them in one bite, but Yan Jiuchao had to swallow them one 

by one. 

 

   Yu Wan looked at his serious and clumsy appearance, and couldn't help but smile. 

 

   Are you a child? 

 

  Children are better at taking pills than you... 

 

   Finally swallowed all twenty of them, and Yan Jiuchao's stomach was full of water. He lowered his 

head, lifted his shirt, and looked at his small round belly bitterly. 

 

   So they are father and son, right? 

 

  Yu Wan let out a chuckle. 

 



  Thinking of something, Yu Wan's expression became serious: "We'll just leave, will my grandma be 

okay? Will the queen embarrass her?" 

 

   Yan Jiuchao put down his shirt and said, "She is too busy to take care of herself, and has no time to 

embarrass grandma." 

 

  Yu Wan looked at him puzzled: "What...what have you been doing, why do you say that the queen 

can't take care of herself?" 

 

   Yan Jiuchao said indifferently: "The monarch found out that Tan's head is on the head, and the old 

accounts of that year will be turned out one by one." 

 

  The twilight was all around, and the setting sun in the sky was like blood. Mrs. Tan carried two 

buckets of water on a shoulder pole and returned to the nunnery with a blank face. 

 

   As soon as he entered the door of the nunnery, the little nun complained and opened: "Why have 

you been here for so long? Didn't I just ask you to pick up some water? Won't you run and be lazy again! 

Waiting for your water to cook!" 

 

   Mr. Tan didn’t argue, and silently carried the bucket to the front of the water tank, holding the 

handle of the bucket with one hand and the bottom of the bucket with the other, and poured the 

stream water into it. 

 

   The little nun hummed: "I don't care, it's all your fault. I've been waiting for you for so long without 

water to cook. Now I'm going to go to the evening class. Come and make a fire!" 

 

   "I don't burn." Tan said, "I carry the water, and you cook the rice." 

 

   "You!" The little nun choked. 

 

  Tan said lightly: "If you like to do it or not, you will be hungry if you don't do it." 

 



   "You...Did you steal food on the way?" The little nun rudely pulled Mrs. Tan's arm. 

 

  Tan said: "I don't, but I'm older and hungry than you." 

 

   After saying that, Mrs Tan withdrew her arm, ignored her, and bent over to grab the second bucket 

of water. 

 

   The little nun said angrily: "You must have eaten it! You secretly took something to eat out! You 

also deliberately didn't fetch water to let me cook! The teacher will come back later, I will tell her!" 

 

   "As you like." Tan said. 

 

  Tan also poured the second bucket of water into the water tank. 

 

  If two buckets of water are not enough, I have to wash up at night, and I will have breakfast 

tomorrow morning. Mrs. Tan needs to carry water several times. 

 

   Mr. Tan hung the bucket on the pole and walked out, but as soon as he opened the wooden door 

of the nunnery, he saw several tall guards and a man dressed as a servant. 

 

  These guards wore the armor of the Kingsman, and the servant— 

 

  When Mr. Tan was still at Helian's house, he followed Helian Beiming in and out of the palace many 

times, and naturally he had seen the celebrity in front of the monarch. 

 

   "Your Majesty." She greeted in astonishment. 

 

   "Mrs. Helian." Wang's housekeeper insisted on whisking and bowing. 

 

   Mrs. Tan put down the pole and made a Buddha salute with one hand: "There is no Mrs. Helian 

here, only the poor nun. The father-in-law can call the poor nun's dharma name Linghui." 



 

  The king's servant looked at her from top to bottom. Rao heard that she had lost her hair as a nun 

and was always with the ancient Buddha of Qingdeng, but what he saw with his own eyes still surprised 

him. 

 

   Mrs. Yipin, who used to be surrounded by stars, actually wore a nun's clothes, stepped on woven 

straw sandals, and carried a burden on her thin shoulders, living an unimaginably difficult life. 

 

  The king's inner servant felt a little uncomfortable, and he sighed: "Madam, why are you so 

troubled?" 

 

   Mrs Tan didn't answer him: "Is the prince here to offer incense?" 

 

   "Have you come here for pilgrims?" The little nun walked over chatteringly, looked at the solemn 

and majestic guards, and couldn't help being a little scared. 

 

Outside the door, Eunuch Wang heard the little nun yelling at Mrs Tan. He didn't even give him a 

straight look, he turned his head with a cold snort and continued to watch Mrs Tan, with a respectful 

tone: "The slave is Mrs. Xuan was ordered to enter the palace." 

 

  It is self-evident. 

 

  Tan's eyes moved, Yu Guang glanced at the little nun beside him, and said to the servant of the king, 

"The poor nun has long since faded out of the world, please come back." 

 

On the way from the palace servant to the king, combined with His Majesty's words, he vaguely guessed 

something. This Tan family is living in seclusion here. I'm afraid there is something hidden. Now that he 

is meeting with Tan family, he is more and more certain of his guess. . 

 

The servant of the king smiled lightly: "The servant is not here to ask the madam to show you, your 

majesty has a decree to announce that you enter the palace, whether you are Madam Helian or Mrs. 

Linghui, please accompany the servant to the palace. Bar." 

 



  The king's chambermaid was also an **** of high rank. He called himself a miscellaneous family in 

front of his wife, but the wife of the Helian family had a noble status. Even if she was a nun, he didn't 

really consider her a lowly wife. 

 

   However, no matter how the Tan family has an identity, there is no way to resist the decree. 

 

   Mr. Tan lowered his eyes, paused, and said in a low voice, "Father-in-law please wait a moment, 

and the poor man will change his clothes." 

 

   "Hey, where are you going? You haven't carried water yet!" The little nun grabbed her. 

 

   "Presumptuous!" Wang's inner servant screamed, the little nun shivered in fright, and let go of Mrs 

Tan. 

 

  Tan changed into a clean cloth, took off his straw sandals, and put on plain cloth shoes. 

 

   Her dignity is imprinted in her bones, and the rough linen also has a calm and luxurious bearing. 

 

   She walked to the door of the nunnery without haste and said: "My lord, let's go." 

 

  The king's inner servant bowed, stretched out his hand, and made a gesture of invitation: "Madam, 

please." 

 

   "You... you can't... ah—" 

 

   Before the little nun finished speaking, the servant of the king swept away with a whisk. 

 

  The old nun went to the town to buy rice and grain. When she returned to the nunnery, there was 

only the little nun left in the yard. She frowned and said, "Where's Linghui?" 

 



  The little nun covered her swollen face and said, "A father-in-law surnamed Wang came to the 

palace and took her away!" 

 

   "What?" The old nun suddenly changed color, "Are you sure your surname is Wang?" 

 

   The little nun nodded aggrieved. 

 

   made her sore, can she not remember his surname? 

 

  The little nun said: "I heard it with my own ears, Linghui called him the prince! Linghui seems to 

recognize him, Shitai, who is he?" 

 

   The father-in-law surnamed Wang, who else could it be? The king's confidant, the eunuch! 

 

   The old nun's heart sank: "Damn it! This is all over!" 

 

   "What's the matter??" the little nun asked in confusion. 

 

She only knew that Linghui was the wife of the Helian family and was detained here because of a crime, 

but she didn't know that the person detaining the Tan family was not a member of the Helian family. 

People's lives, guarding the Tan family day and night, and even giving the Tan family "good" fruit to eat. 

 

  The old nun didn't have time to pay attention to her, so she went back to the house to get the 

money, and immediately went down the mountain in the carriage that brought rice and grain back to 

the nunnery. 

 

"who?" 

 

  The old nun rushed in recklessly and was stopped by the guards at the gate. 

 



  The old nun quickly took out the token from her waist and handed it to the guard: "I want to see the 

national teacher!" 

 

  The guard recognized this token, which was the highest-level token of the National Teacher Hall. 

Except for Wanfeng, he had never seen it on the second person. Those who could hold it were the most 

trusted people by the National Teacher. 

 

   But unfortunately, the national teacher is in retreat. 

 

  The guard looked at her and said: "The national teacher is retreating, you can come back another 

day, or you can stay here, I will arrange a room for you." 

 

   Where does this come from? One hundred thousand urgent things! If you delay for a while, the sky 

will collapse! 

 

The old nun said in a hurry: "Can you pass it on? I'm really in a hurry! Look at this token, when the 

national teacher gave it to me that day, he said that whenever I come to find it with the token You can 

see him!" 

 

   "This..." This is not false, this token can meet the national teacher, but...the national teacher told 

them not to disturb him before retreating. 

 

   The old nun's face sank: "This is a matter of life and death for the National Teacher Hall! What 

really happened, the National Teacher is to blame, can you afford it?" 

 

  The guard scratched his head in embarrassment: "Okay, I'll help you spread the word, but I can't 

guarantee that the national teacher will see you." 

 

  The old nun hurriedly urged: "Go quickly! The national teacher will definitely meet me!" 

 

  The guard took the token to the forbidden area where the national teacher retreated, and 

explained the situation to the dead soldier guarding the forbidden area. 

 



   "The national teacher said not to disturb him." The dead man said. 

 

  The guard explained: "I know, but the teacher said that there is really an important matter, no 

matter what, you should show the token to the national teacher first." 

 

  The dead man took the token and entered the secret room. The secret room has two floors. The 

outer layer is guarded by Wanfeng, and the innermost is the national teacher. 

 

  The dead man gave the token to Wanfeng: "There is an old nun who asks to see the national 

teacher." 

 

   "Old nun?" Wan Feng touched his chin, his eyes flashed, and he pretended to say, "I accept the 

token, you let her wait! My master is at a critical juncture in retreat, and if he disturbs him, he will go 

into trouble!" 

 

  The old nun hit a nail and couldn't, so she hurried to the palace. 

 

   She also has the token of the palace, and she met the queen. 

 

   "What did you say? Your Majesty has announced the Tan family into the palace? Why didn't you 

come to inform this palace about such an important matter? Where are you going to the National 

Teacher's Hall!!!" The queen was so angry that she was about to explode. 

 

What the old nun thought was that if the national teacher made a move, people could be stopped on 

the road. This idea was perfect at first, but no one expected the national teacher to retreat. She went to 

the national teacher's palace. Shi has been led into the palace by the palace servant. 

 

  The Tan family did not dare to betray them, because the queen was so favored and the national 

teacher was highly relied on by the monarch. Can the monarch still beat the queen and the national 

teacher's hall? 

 

  Tan's no longer worries, their secrets can't be kept... 

 



   "Quick! Settle the imperial study!" 

 

  The queen got on the chariot, took the road and rushed to the imperial study as fast as possible. 

 

   When she got off the Luan Jia, Mrs. Tan was letting the Wang's Chamberlain lead him down 

another road. 

 

   Just tell Mrs Tan that He Liansheng is in her hands, Mrs Tan will not talk nonsense. 

 

It doesn't matter whether He Liansheng is really in her hands, because now Mrs Tan is in the palace and 

there is no way to verify it. She can bet that she didn't catch He Liansheng, but the queen is confident 

that Mrs Tan will not take her son. life to gamble. 

 

   This is something that no mother in the world would do, not to mention that Tan is a greater 

mother than ordinary women. 

 

  The queen has a bottom line in her heart, and she is not as flustered as before. 

 

   As long as she stabilizes the Tan family now, she will have her own way in the future! 

 

The Queen    took a deep breath and looked coldly at Mrs. Tan and the princes coming towards this 

side. 

 

   However, just when she was about to speak, Concubine Yun came behind her and picked up the 

stick in her hand. 

 

   "Bah!" 

 

   Concubine Yun jumped up and knocked the queen unconscious with a stick! 

 

   Chapter 484 [V340] Uncover the truth  



 

   "Madam, please stay, Rong Nucai will pass the word." Since there were no obstacles, Wang's inner 

servant successfully took the person to the imperial study. 

 

   Mrs. Tan did not deliberately correct the title of the servant of the king to her, she nodded politely. 

 

  The King's Chamberlain stepped inside: "Your Majesty, Madam Helian is here." 

 

   "Yes." The monarch responded with a deep voice, motioning for the king's servant to bring people 

in. 

 

   "Madam, please." Wang's housekeeper said to Mrs Tan. 

 

   Mrs. Tan calmly entered the imperial study, stopped in front of the imperial table, and bowed 

without squinting: "Poor Ni Linghui, see Your Majesty." 

 

   Just before the Tan family appeared, the monarch thought with a bit of luck, maybe Concubine Yun 

had misunderstood her, or maybe she had misunderstood the empress. The empress was someone who 

had been with her for many years, how could she betray her? 

 

   But the first time he saw Tan, the monarch had a bad premonition. 

 

"Sister Tan, do you know what I have announced you to come?" The monarch did not use the name 

Linghui. From his point of view, Mrs. Tan was Helian Beiming's wife. I still have her in my heart, so she is 

the Tan family of the Helian family. 

 

   Mr. Tan lowered his eyes and said, "Poor Ni doesn't know." 

 

   King asked, "Is it true or false?" 

 

   Mr. Tan was silent. 



 

   The monarch sighed softly: "Well, I won't go around in circles with you. I came here today to ask 

you a few things, but you need to know that you can't stop talking." 

 

   Mr. Tan paused for a while before saying, "Your Majesty, please speak." 

 

The monarch said bluntly: "A few years ago, there were several major events in the Helian family. First, 

my **** general went into trouble and lost his martial arts, and then Heliansheng was killed and 

expelled from the family. I ask you, what are these things? Isn't there another secret?" 

 

   Mr. Tan squeezed his fingers. 

 

The monarch    gave her a deep look: "Why don't I ask you in other words, did you do all this? Did 

you also collude with the National Teacher's Hall?" 

 

  Tan's forehead was dripping with fine sweat. 

 

The monarch saw her struggle, and he persuaded: "You don't have to be afraid. When the sky falls, I will 

make you the master. This country is my country, and the world is my world. If I want to protect you, I 

will definitely protect you. The reason why I ask you is because the people who have threatened you are 

already suspicious of me. This is the only chance for you to get rid of them. You can think about it, you 

can't produce evidence, and I can't deal with those people. Your son will never have peace in his life!" 

 

The Queen's worries were right. The Tan family did not dare to betray her and the National Teacher's 

Hall because the Helian family couldn't resist, but what the King said was clearly telling her that the 

Queen, who used to be so much favored, had fallen out of favor with the King. With the love of the 

monarch, what is the queen? 

 

But in an instant, Mrs Tan came out of the shadow of being threatened, she bent her knees, knelt on the 

ground and said, "Yes, I did it, I poisoned the general and abolished his martial arts. ." 

 

  Rao guessed that this would be the result, but when he heard Tan's own admission, the monarch 

was still shocked: "Why did you do this?" 



 

   Mr. Tan lowered his eyebrows and said bitterly, "Will Your Majesty believe me if I say it?" 

 

  The monarch looked down at her and said: "It's my business to believe it or not, but if you don't say 

it, I don't even have the chance to believe you." 

 

  Tan was persuaded, nodded and said sadly: "Because, if I don't abolish his martial arts, they will kill 

him!" 

 

   "You also believe this?" The monarch frowned in displeasure. Helian Beiming was a divine general 

of Nanzhao, and his martial arts were unparalleled in the world. Is it so easy to be calculated? 

 

   "It's down." Tan said. 

 

   The monarch was taken aback. 

 

   Mr. Tan said mockingly: "Your Majesty still remember that not long before his accident, he was 

declared to the imperial study by you to discuss the important affairs of the military aircraft? That time, 

his tea was already poisoned." 

 

There is indeed such a thing. That year, there were bandits in the east. The monarch planned to send 

Helian Beiming to go to suppress the bandits. It happened, so the monarch still remembered that 

summons. 

 

  The monarch furrowed his brows fiercely: "I, how can my tea be poisonous?" 

 

  Tan said sarcastically, "Has the queen been here before?" 

 

  The monarch is like being hit in the head. 

 

  Queen...come here! 



 

   She brought over a plate of snacks, made by the cook in her bedroom. 

 

  She, did she actually poison Helian Beiming at that time? 

 

Tan said: "That kind of poison is colorless and tasteless, but the back will ache faintly. The general 

thought that he was injured while practicing martial arts, but he didn't take it to heart. They found me 

and said to me that the only antidote is that blindness can make me hurt. The poison for people to go 

crazy, the general is alive or dead, it's all up to my choice, I don't have a choice, I can't just watch him 

die..." 

 

The monarch    puzzled: "But, why is it Helian Beiming? Shouldn't it be Helian Sheng?" 

 

   That master with a tattoo on the back of his neck is He Liansheng. 

 

  The monarch watched Heliansheng grow up, how could he not be aware of the tattoo on his neck? 

Speaking of which, he still blamed him. When He Liansheng entered the palace to read with the little 

county master, the little county master was stubborn and fell from the tree. He Liansheng cut the back 

of her neck to save her, and left a scar afterwards. He Liansheng thought he was ugly, so he got a tattoo. 

 

   Mr. Tan was taken aback by the monarch's question, but he reacted in an instant and said, "It 

seems that Your Majesty already knows that Sheng'er eavesdropped on their conversation." 

 

  Tan didn't ask how the monarch knew, this is not something she should ask, and she only cares 

about the result. 

 

She continued: "After Sheng'er was discovered, the national teacher recognized him, and the national 

teacher sent people to hunt him down, but Sheng'er escaped, and Sheng'er was seriously injured, and I 

found him when he returned to the mansion for treatment. , Under my pressure, he told me what he 

had seen in the palace. He originally entered the palace to return the gift of the little princess, but he 

was unexpectedly involved in an unpredictable disaster. 

 



I hid Sheng'er, they knew that I was hiding someone and forced me to hand over Sheng'er, but I refused 

to do so, so they attacked the general, and then they threatened me - 'This is for you The final warning, 

if you don't hand over the person, the Empress can also announce him.' " 

 

  Yes, if the queen calls it, can He Liansheng not enter the palace for an audience? 

 

  The monarch relied heavily on Helian's family, and Heliansheng was the companion of the county 

king and the county master. The queen declared that it was normal for him to enter the palace and see 

him. Who would suspect that the queen wanted to kill him? 

 

   Hearing this, the monarch felt that his fingertips were cold. 

 

   His chest was blocked and his breathing was choked. 

 

   After a long while, he finally found his voice: "You were worried that the queen would really call 

him, so you thought of expelling him from the house?" 

 

   Mr. Tan nodded: "Yes, I can't think of a better way than driving him out." 

 

   "What is the difference between human life and illegitimate children?" the king asked. 

 

Tan said: "At first, I bought someone to do a scene where Sheng'er was beaten to death, and wanted to 

use this to expel Sheng'er from Helian's house. Your Majesty knows that Helian's family is very strict, 

and such things are against family rules. , the old lady and the general will endure the pain and 

righteousness to kill their relatives, but..." 

 

   Speaking of this, Mrs Tan's throat was a little sore, "The old lady disagreed. She said that she went 

to kowtow to others to make amends and ask them to forgive her grandson..." 

 

   Thinking of the elderly mother-in-law who was willing to kneel down on both knees to protect her 

grandson, Mrs. Tan couldn't bear it any longer, so she covered her face and cried. 

 



   "So you're planning another play that has an affair with someone?" 

 

Mrs. Tan designed it, but the old lady didn't believe her. The old lady quietly pulled her aside and asked 

her if she was being bullied. She also said that the person was crooked and half as good as her son, and 

it was not like being an adulterer. what. 

 

  The old lady is crazy, but some things just can't fool her. 

 

   As a last resort, Mrs. Tan could only make a confession to the old lady. 

 

   She told the old lady that He Liansheng had offended people who could not be offended. For the 

safety of the old lady, she could not tell who those people were, but He Liansheng could not continue to 

stay at home, or he would be killed sooner or later. 

 

  The old lady threw He Liansheng out. 

 

   How much determination and pain did the person who loves his grandson take to drive He 

Liansheng out of the house? Even pretending that nothing happened, she was crazy and forgot that 

there was such a thing, and she never showed anything. 

 

   In her heart, there is a corner where the mad can't come in, and she keeps her grandson's secret. 

 

   After acting and doing the whole set, Helian Sheng was expelled from the house. Naturally, she, a 

mother who had an affair with others and gave birth to a bad seed, could not stay at Helian's house any 

longer. 

 

  She invited herself to the nunnery. 

 

  The ugliness of the family cannot be made public. The inside story of these "illegitimate children" is 

only known to the master of the East and West Mansion, and it is still claimed that He Liansheng beat 

him to death and was expelled from the house. 

 



  Tan wiped her tears: "After I entered the nunnery, they controlled me. They believed that as long as 

I was in their hands, Sheng'er would come back one day." 

 

The monarch did not know that there were so many inside stories about what happened back then. He 

didn't doubt that the Helian family had offended someone, or if they suffered something or something, 

but he thought, with the power and position of the Helian family, in the south of the country. Zhao dare 

to calculate who they will be? never be the queen. 

 

   He never doubted the queen. 

 

   But she didn't know she was really the queen. 

 

   A chill spread over his heart, and the king's hair stood up. 

 

   After so many years, what kind of femme fatale was sleeping beside his pillow? How many secrets 

did she hide from herself? Is the virtuous queen he sees every day herself, or is she a disguised skin? 

 

  The monarch's head was in severe pain, as if he had entered an awl that kept turning, causing his 

brains to disintegrate. 

 

   He pressed his aching head with one hand, and propped his body on the table with the other to 

stabilize his body that could barely stand. He panted and said, "Heliansheng... What secret did 

Heliansheng hear?" 

 

  At this point, Mr. Tan has nothing to hide. 

 

   She raised her head, looked at the monarch solemnly, and said word by word: "The old national 

teacher has an affair with the queen, and the little emperor... may be the old national teacher's flesh 

and blood." 

 

  Boom—— 

 



  The monarch's brain is fried—— 

 

  … 

 

   "Niangniang! Niangniang!" 

 

  In the garden near the imperial study, the chambermaid and several palace maids were anxiously 

looking for the queen. After the queen stepped off the carriage, she came here alone to block the Tan 

family. Unexpectedly, the Tan family entered the royal study, and the empress did not come back. 

 

   They were puzzled and looked for it, but there was no sign of the Empress at all. 

 

   "Why is this happening? Where is the empress?" a little palace maid asked. 

 

   "I don't know, did you go to the imperial study?" said another little palace maid. 

 

   "No, I just asked, only the prince and a nun entered the imperial study." Another little palace maid 

said. 

 

   "Stop arguing! Hurry up and find it!" The waiter coldly stopped a few palace maids. 

 

  Suddenly, a palace maid shouted: "I found it, I found it! Empress is here!" 

 

  The maid hurried over and dragged out the queen who fainted in the grass. Naturally, the queen did 

not faint here, but was dragged over by Concubine Yun and threw it here. 

 

   Concubine Yun was very careful, no one saw that she did it. 

 

  The people in the palace thought it was the queen who fainted herself, but they didn't investigate 

anything, so they hurriedly carried the queen onto the chariot and carried it back to the middle palace. 



 

  The inner servant invited the imperial doctor, but the imperial doctor did not diagnose the reason. 

After all, it is true that the queen is full of internal fire, and it is not impossible for her anger to attack 

her heart and fainting. 

 

   Zhonggong was very busy for a while. 

 

   In the meantime, the servant went to the imperial study, intending to report to the monarch that 

the empress had fainted, but he did not even see the monarch's face. 

 

  The arrival of the monarch in the Central Palace was an hour later. 

 

At this time, the queen had been awake for a while, and was sitting at the head of the bed drinking the 

medicine prescribed by the imperial doctor. When she heard the palace servant report that the monarch 

was coming, the queen put down the medicine bowl, and was about to lift the quilt to pick up the car, 

but did not wait for her feet to fall. He felt a strong murderous aura. 

 

   She raised her head in astonishment, and met a pair of eyes that were as cold as a knife, her heart 

skipped a beat! 

 

   Chapter 485 [V341] The truth is revealed, the anger of the king 

 

   "Your Majesty... Your Majesty..." 

 

  The Queen felt a huge panic, not only because of the never-before-seen coldness that burst out 

from the monarch, but also because she had just woken up and had not yet groomed herself, so she 

hurriedly looked for the headgear by the pillow. 

 

   After touching it for a long time and finally touching it in his hand, he didn't care about the pros and 

cons, and hurriedly put it on his head. 

 

   This appearance is really ugly, but what is uglier than the appearance is a person's heart. 



 

The monarch has never been a person who covets beauty, otherwise he would not dislike the concubine 

Yun who is shy and embarrassed, and only favor the queen who is a little bit worse. Of course, the 

queen is also a beauty, but she can be compared with the concubine Yun. gap. 

 

   What's more, the monarch has been on the throne for many years, there are only two women in 

the harem, and he has never drafted. From this point of view, he is by no means a monarch who judges 

people by appearance. 

 

But at this moment, the monarch suddenly felt that judging people by appearances was not necessarily 

a bad thing. When he was a prince when he was young, there were many emperors and concubines, all 

of them were great beauties, and his biological mother was not always very favored. Lonely, he saw it all 

in his eyes, and secretly swore that he would never be a monarch like the late emperor in the future. 

 

  If he had judged people by their appearance, and he had favored Concubine Yun, wouldn't it have 

encouraged the queen's arrogance, and would there not be so many things right now? 

 

   But where in the world is there if? 

 

   There are only consequences and consequences. 

 

  The Queen looked at the monarch who wanted to kill someone, and secretly wondered if Mrs. Tan 

said something? It was He Liansheng who overheard her conversation with the national teacher back 

then, but Mrs. Tan was He Liansheng's biological mother and the one who hid Heliansheng. The queen 

had every reason to believe that Mrs. Tan knew their secret. 

 

   She prayed in her heart that Mrs. Tan still had some scruples, not to explain them so quickly. 

 

The queen put on her headgear, tidied up her clothes, got out of bed and gave a salute, restrained her 

anxiety, and said softly, "Your Majesty, why are you here so late? Are you hungry? Your Majesty is 

preparing for a late-night snack, and the concubine will accompany His Majesty to eat together." 

 

   She repeated the scenes that happened countless times in the past, trying to evoke the old love of 

the monarch for her. She was right. Decades of ups and downs cannot be destroyed overnight. 



 

  What if Mr. Tan said it? Those were just her side words. The Helian family had a falling out with 

Xiaodiji, they were enemies in the political arena, and she could bite back at Mrs. Tan, saying that Mrs. 

Tan slandered her and the National Teacher's Hall. 

 

The monarch    looked at her coldly: "Now, does the queen think that it is possible for me to sit at the 

same table for dinner with a person who has betrayed me for decades?" 

 

   Betrayal… Decades… 

 

  Tan! 

 

   She really said it! ! ! 

 

The Empress    squeezed her fingers tightly, and a cold light flashed in her eyes, but she looked 

astonished: "Your Majesty, what did you say? The concubine doesn't understand." 

 

   The monarch said in a cold voice: "Okay, if you don't understand, I will explain to you that Nangong 

Yan is not my flesh and blood, but you and Yu Wenqiang's evil seed!" 

 

  Yu Wenqiang, the former owner of the National Teacher's Hall. 

 

   Since he became a national teacher, no one has called him by his name for a long time. 

 

   Upon hearing this, the Queen was stunned for a moment, and her face changed in a flash! 

 

   This is a guilty conscience that can't be concealed no matter what, but her guilty conscience is not 

because she really has something with Yu Wenzhao, but— 

 

  The queen was speechless. She stretched out her stiff hand and grabbed the monarch's arm: "Your 

Majesty, listen to your concubine's explanation..." 



 

Even if the monarch listened to Tan's words, he did not take it as a testimony. He didn't know how much 

pain he endured before he retained a trace of reason to come to the queen to ask for evidence. The 

queen's expression betrayed her, what did she have with the national teacher? ! 

 

  The monarch felt nauseated— 

 

   The concubine Yun, who was clamoring for a cuckold all day long, never gave him a green hat, but 

the queen who was deeply in love with him gave him a green hat for more than 30 years, and the 

monarch was about to fall down. 

 

  Nangong Yan is the evil seed of the queen and the national teacher, and the emperor Ji is his only 

blood, so Yu Wenqiang's prediction has little credibility! 

 

   How could an adulterous child be Tianfu Diji who blesses Nanzhao? 

 

   Pity that his own flesh and blood were sent away, and he raised children for decades for a pair of 

adulterer Yin (homonym) women! 

 

   The monarch felt a pain in his chest, and a smell of sweetness rushed to his throat. 

 

He brushed away the queen's hand mercilessly, gritted his teeth and said, "Concubine Yun is right, my 

emperor... my emperor is asking you and Yu Wenzhao to join hands to force them away! The so-called 

blessing and misfortune! The prophecy of the twins is completely false! My child... My child..." 

 

  It was because of that prophecy that he made up his mind to send Di Ji away, otherwise, no matter 

how much he resented Concubine Yun, he would not have exiled his own flesh and blood. 

 

   "You poisonous woman!!!" 

 

  The monarch, who had always been forbearing, finally could no longer control the anger in his 

heart, and he slapped the queen with a backhand slap. 



 

"what--" 

 

   This slap used all her strength, and the queen received a heavy blow. Her whole body was hit on 

the ground by the huge force, her headgear was knocked off, and half of her face was swollen high. 

 

  The monarch was a good-natured man, but this good-natured man slapped a woman with his palm. 

 

   After this slap, the monarch's strength was also exhausted. He slumped down on the chair, 

sweating on his forehead, and his chest heaving violently. 

 

   He pointed at the Queen with his trembling fingertips: "I...I want..." 

 

Before he could say what he wanted, the queen rushed over, hugged his hand, and cried out loudly, 

"Yan'er is your flesh and blood! It's yours! You believe in your concubine! My concubine and Yu 

Wenzhao have nothing to do! Really do not have!" 

 

   The monarch sneered: "Oh, according to you, what Helian Sheng heard is false?" 

 

The Queen    vowed: "That's all the concubines deceived the national teacher! The concubines... I 

didn't have an affair with anyone! The concubines..." 

 

The monarch    sneered: "Do you think I will believe it?" 

 

The Queen    said hoarsely, "Your Majesty! It's absolutely true!" 

 

The monarch could no longer trust her as before, and even because she was hurt so badly, even if what 

she said was true, the monarch heard a lie: "What do you mean, you No fault whatsoever? Yu Wenzhao 

willingly planned for your daughter? Why did Yu Wenzhao do this?! If Nangong Yan was not Yu 

Wenzhao's child, why would the current national teacher help her again and again?! " 

 



  There are some things that the monarch cannot know, but he is unwilling to investigate. Once he 

investigates, the relationship between the female monarch's mansion and the state teacher's hall will be 

lost. 

 

Even a few days ago, the son-in-law's mansion suffered a series of changes, and the national teacher 

also made a fortune for him, saying that it was the birth date of the Great Emperor Ji that collided with 

the woman's mansion. The National Teacher's Hall has long been in a relationship with Nangong Yan! 

 

The queen slumped on the ground and smiled bitterly: "Your Majesty, as of now, the concubine has 

nothing to hide, the concubine will tell you the truth, I will tell you everything! But please, Your Majesty, 

believe that Yan'er is indeed the truth. It is indeed your flesh and blood!" 

 

   "Humph!" The king turned his face coldly. 

 

The Empress didn't look at his disgusting expression, and said in a daze: "My concubine... I have been 

married to your majesty for two years, but I have never been pregnant. Both your majesty and my 

concubine are young enough to conceive, but why can't they have children? The queen mother once 

asked her concubine, and her words even revealed the idea of letting her concubine fill the harem for 

her majesty. The concubine was unwilling and wanted to conceive a dragon heir for her majesty as soon 

as possible. The concubine secretly searched for a famous doctor. After the concubine took the pulse, 

she informed the concubine that the body of the concubine was not suitable for pregnancy, and the 

concubine did not believe it, but after being pampered for a period of time, her stomach still did not 

move. In the past, she hoped that the concubine would be pregnant, but in fact she was reminding the 

concubine that it was time for His Majesty to take more concubines." 

 

   The monarch frowned: "How could the queen mother..." 

 

The queen smiled bitterly: "Yes, of course she will not tell your majesty, your majesty only has a 

concubine in his heart, and a concubine is someone who can't have children. The concubine was also 

forced to be helpless, and it happened that the family members came over and gave the concubine a 

trick." 

 

   An ominous premonition surged in the heart of the monarch. 

 



The Queen choked and said, "My concubine once asked Your Majesty, what would happen if a palace 

maid seduces Your Majesty? Your Majesty said that you would kill her. Does Your Majesty still 

remember this?" 

 

   The monarch said: "I did say something like this. When I married you, I promised you that I will 

never be in a relationship with you in this life. You are the only wife, and there are no concubines in the 

six palaces." 

 

   This man did it. If it wasn't for her greedy calculations, she could have lived with him until death. 

 

The Queen    covered her eyes, tears of remorse streaming down her fingers. 

 

She needs a child, even if it is not hers, but the palace maid and the king will kill it, and the daughter of 

the family will inevitably be expensive by the mother, which threatens her status. She needs a woman 

who can not kill but will not be expensive by the mother. . 

 

   "The concubine thought of Shen Yun." 

 

  Shen Yun is a prostitute, from a lowly background and has no dignity at all, but she has been his 

friend for many years. Even if she makes a mistake, she will not "bear" to watch the monarch kill her. 

 

   And because she "betrayed" her relationship, the monarch would hate her, even if she entered the 

palace, he would not favor her. 

 

   At that time, she really gave birth to a child, and she could carry the child over and raise it under 

her lap. With her status in the monarch's mind, this trivial matter was simply as easy as the palm of your 

hand. 

 

   She started planning. 

 

It was God who helped her. She punished Shen Yun's fiance for having a scandal with others a while ago, 

and Shen Yun's marriage became difficult. Under the guise of choosing a fiancé for Shen Yun, she 



brought Shen Yun into the palace. In the middle, she prescribed medicine to Shen Yun and the monarch, 

so that the two of them could cook a full-fledged meal. 

 

   In fact, she was not sure that she could get Shen Yun pregnant. She originally planned to bring Shen 

Yun into the harem first, and then let Shen Yun "calculate" the monarch a few times. 

 

  Unexpectedly, Shen Yun was hit in one shot. 

 

   But what was even more unexpected was that that time, Yu Wenzong and her... also took the drug 

by mistake. 

 

That year, Yu Wenzhao was also in his youth. He was the youngest national teacher in the history of 

Nanzhao Kingdom. banquet. 

 

  Some things are unbearable. 

 

   In short, she and Yu Wenqiang woke up, and they already had facts that shouldn't be there. 

 

   Yu Wenqiang insisted on going to plead guilty to the monarch, but she stopped her. 

 

  Yuwenqiang is not afraid of death, but she still wants her own life. If this kind of thing is exposed, 

her life, her mother's family, and even her nine clans will be destroyed! 

 

   Yu Wenqiang was very determined to plead guilty. What did she say at that time? 

 

   She knelt down, took Yu Wenqiang's hand, put it on her belly and said, "I may already have your 

flesh and blood in my belly. Don't you think about me, don't you think about your own children?" 

 

   Yu Wenqiang paused. 

 



   She didn't tell Yu Wenchong that she had a very small chance of getting pregnant, and she didn't 

tell Yu Wenchong that she didn't want to conceive his child! 

 

   Even if she knew she couldn't be a mother, she even had someone boil a bowl of Yazi soup after 

returning to the bedroom. 

 

   However, after two years of no movement, she unexpectedly became pregnant after Concubine 

Yun had a happy birthday. 

 

   This child is naturally the monarch's, but in order to control Yu Wenzong, she tacitly acquiesced 

that the child belongs to him in front of Yu Wenzong. 

 

  Hasn't Yu Wenqiang ever suspected that the child is the monarch's flesh and blood? Of course he 

doubted it, but it could also be his own. For this half of the possibility, Yu Wenzhao put his whole life 

into it. 

 

   "Originally, the concubine wanted to take away Concubine Yun's child, but later the concubine had 

her own child, and Concubine Yun's child could not be kept." 

 

   The prophecy of the twins of good and bad is true, but Yu Wenzong forcibly changed the fate of the 

two emperors. 

 

   But later Yuwen Qiong watched the stars at night, and found that the original signs of the replaced 

fate were somehow affected, and slowly began to fade. 

 

   This puzzled him, so he approached Elder Kong Gu and said something strange. 

 

  The Queen cried in an inhuman form: "Your Majesty, all the mistakes are the fault of the concubine. 

Yan'er is innocent, she doesn't know it, please don't doubt her!" 

 

   The monarch felt a chill in his heart. Now, can he really trust this woman? For her own selfishness, 

she calculated Concubine Yun and his children, what kind of life has Concubine Yun lived all these years? 

! 



 

   He blamed himself for being sorry for the empress, and blamed Concubine Yun for betraying the 

empress, but unexpectedly, it was the empress who started it! 

 

   And the child who should have been expelled from Nanzhao stayed in the palace, enjoying 

everything the Great Emperor Ji, he is not blind, he is a complete fool! 

 

  Nan Zhao's injustice failed to wake him up! 

 

   He followed the words of the adulterer and silver woman! 

 

   He personally sent away Concubine Yun and his own flesh and blood! 

 

   He is sorry Concubine Yun! 

 

  Sorry for that kid! 

 

   The monarch held his face with one hand, and tears of remorse welled up in his eyes. 

 

"Your Majesty—" The Queen walked over on her knees, tears welling up, "If you want to punish me, 

punish me, it's all my fault... I'm sorry Your Majesty... Don't get angry... It's the concubine's fault... ...the 

concubine is guilty...the death of the concubine is to blame..." 

 

The    monarch pushed her away, walked out the gate, and drew the guard's sword. 

 

The Queen    changed color: "Your Majesty! What are you going to do!" 

 

  The whole person of the monarch was enveloped in a huge murderous aura. He held the sword like 

a Shura who had lost his mind. 

 



   He rushed to Nangong Yan's house with murderous aura. 

 

   He doesn't believe the Queen's words! 

 

   This is not his flesh and blood! 

 

   is Yuwenqiang and the queen's evil seed! 

 

   He's going to kill her! 

 

   "Your Majesty!" The Queen chased after him. 

 

   "However you treat my child, I will treat you as I do, you are optimistic, I should have done this 

many years ago!" After the monarch said coldly, he raised his sword and stabbed the unconscious 

Nangong Yan. 

 

   "Don't--" In the blink of an eye, the queen rushed towards the monarch. 

 

  The monarch was thrown to the ground by the queen, making a loud noise. 

 

  The Queen was dizzy, and when she came back to her senses, there was a strong **** smell coming 

from the tip of her nose. She fixed her eyes on the monarch, and saw that the monarch's eyes were 

wide open, and there was blood flowing down the back of his head. 

 

"what!" 

 

The queen    was so frightened that she moved back several steps! 

 

   "Niangniang, what's the matter?" A palace maid who was on duty at night walked into the house 

and saw the scene of the monarch lying in a pool of blood, she covered her mouth, "Ah—Your Majesty—

" 



 

   She turned and was about to go! 

 

   was stopped by a cold figure, she felt a pain in her abdomen, and when she looked down, she saw a 

sharp knife stuck in her stomach. 

 

   The maid coldly drew out the knife, pushed the dead maid into the room, closed the door, bolted 

the door, and then strode towards the queen: "Niangniang!" 

 

The empress    was already frightened, and threw herself into his arms and shivered: 

"Bengong...Bengong killed...Your Majesty..." 

 

   The chamberlain took off the stool for her to lean against, and walked over to sniff the king's 

breath: "Your Majesty is not dead." 

 

   He said, tore off a piece of clothing and wrapped the king's head. 

 

  The Queen heard that the monarch was still alive, and was relieved: "Quick, quick to announce the 

imperial doctor!" 

 

   The servant stopped her and said, "You can't declare a royal doctor!" 

 

The Queen    asked in panic: "Why? Your Majesty shed so much blood... He is dying... He can't die... 

He is dead... I don't have to live..." 

 

The maid said calmly: "The maiden thinks that if your majesty is alive, madam will be able to live? 

madam forgot how your majesty treats the little emperor? After he kills the little emperor, he will kill 

the little princess and the little princess, and finally, He will also kill the mother-in-law!" 

 

   "Then, what should I do then?" The queen's scalp was numb. 

 



  The servant said: "The slave has learned some Qihuang techniques, so it is not a problem to stabilize 

Your Majesty's injury, but it must not let His Majesty wake up completely." 

 

The Queen    looked at him with a vague understanding: "You mean..." 

 

   The inner servant bowed to the queen: "Please prepare your maiden, your majesty wants a 

meditation seat." 

 

The Queen    widened her eyes in horror: "Your Majesty he..." 

 

   The inner servant stared and said: "Who is the Zen seat for, is it the little emperor, or the king of Li 

County, Niangniang better think about it tonight." 

 

 

 

   Chapter 486 [V342] The Great Treasure of the Spirit  

 

   "No, you can't do this..." No matter how bold the queen was, she never thought of usurping the 

throne, taking advantage of the monarch's serious injury to force him to the throne, she couldn't do 

such a thing. 

 

   Although she had many plans for Concubine Yun and her daughter, she was forced to do so. She 

was satisfied with the monarch, her husband, and she did not want to hurt him. 

 

   Even just now, she just wanted to run away from him, never intentionally murdered him! 

 

The maid said earnestly: "Niang Niang, your majesty and the emperor can only live one, your majesty 

does not take the throne, it is the emperor and your grandson who die, you should weigh it carefully! 

The servant understands your relationship with your majesty, but right now When it wasn't emotional, 

you hurt your majesty like this..." 

 

  The Queen hurriedly shook her head: "This palace didn't mean it... I made a mistake..." 



 

   The chief chamberlain sighed and interrupted her: "Will your majesty believe you, madam?" 

 

  The queen choked. 

 

   He didn't even believe that Nangong Yan was his own flesh and blood, so how could he believe that 

he accidentally hurt him? 

 

   How terrifying the stubbornness of the monarch is. She learned from Concubine Yun that if he 

believes in someone, he will believe her wholeheartedly, but if he suspects someone, there will be no 

room for change. 

 

  The monarch's temperament made her taste the sweetness, but now she began to swallow the 

bitter fruit. 

 

  The monarch once hated Concubine Yun too much, and she will hate her in the future. Thinking that 

Concubine Yun has not been able to rehabilitate her for decades, the queen feels that it is almost 

impossible for her to gain the trust of the monarch. 

 

The Queen    closed her eyes in pain: "Really...Is there no other way?" 

 

   The servant sighed and looked at her: "Niangniang, have you forgotten how Your Majesty treated 

Di Ji just now?" 

 

   Of course she didn't forget that if she was one step late, Yan'er would have died by the sword of 

the king. 

 

"There is still Ruxia." The maid glanced at the maid who was lying dead on the ground, "She is the maid 

of Empress, but when she saw Empress hurt your Majesty, her first reaction was to publicize the matter, 

after all , they are the servants of the majesty, but they are also servants of the majesty. The majesty's 

status today is all given by the majesty. Once the majesty wants to take it back, madam has no chance to 

resist. Without the favor of majesty, madam will become the second Concubine Yun, no, Concubine Yun 

at least never betrayed His Majesty, so it is so, her end is so miserable, does Empress want to be worse 

than her?" 



 

The Queen    looked at Ruxia's corpse, and then at the servant: "Then you..." 

 

   The servant kowtowed and said, "The slaves are different from them, and the slaves will be loyal to 

the goddess for the rest of their lives." 

 

The queen was like grabbing a piece of driftwood in the vast ocean, she grabbed the chambermaid's 

arm, looked at him fixedly, and said, "Li Yu, if you can really help this palace to survive this disaster, then 

it is the palace's Benefactor, when the power of this palace is in hand, I will allow you to be a permanent 

attendant!" 

 

Zhong Changshi is the head of the eunuchs. He is not an ordinary **** servant, but a great **** who 

can harass the court. The eunuchs in the previous court caused the corruption of the court and the 

murder of the loyal and good. The general manager, like Wang Dequan, can serve the monarch closely, 

but he cannot put his hand into the court. 

 

The promise of the Queen    is as heavy as a thousand catties. 

 

   A hint of excitement appeared on Li's face, and he kowtowed again: "Thank you Queen!" 

 

  The Queen stood up lightly, and the cool cold wind poured in from the window lattice, blowing on 

her sweaty body, blowing a chill: "Tell me, what should I do next?" 

 

  Li Nei said: "Heal Your Majesty first." 

 

  The Queen nodded. 

 

   "There is a medicine box under the servant's bed. I'll trouble the maiden to fetch it for the servant." 

Li Nei Shi's hand steadied the monarch's wound and could not let go. 

 

The Queen    brought it for him. 

 



  Li's servant opened the medicine box, skillfully took out scissors and needles, and began to clean 

and sew the wound for the monarch. 

 

  Rao is the queen who doesn't know medical skills, and it can be seen that his medical skills are not 

bad. 

 

The Queen    was stunned: "You, you have such skills?" 

 

  Li's inner servant said softly: "Niangniang, don't be afraid, no matter how talented the servants are, 

they will only be used by the niangniang." 

 

The Queen    took a deep breath and closed her eyes. 

 

   This slave, really got into her heart, and even guessed this. 

 

   But now, there is no other way but to trust him. 

 

  Li Nei Shi finished treating the monarch's injury and fed the monarch a brown pill. 

 

The Queen    frowned and said, "What did you feed your Majesty?" 

 

   "The medicine that makes Your Majesty unable to move or speak." Li's servant replied. 

 

   "You..." The queen was about to scold him, but the words reached her lips and she swallowed 

them. At this juncture, His Majesty could move only to be afraid that the first one would kill her, and if 

she could speak, the first sentence would be abolished. 

 

  The monarch was placed on the couch of the imperial concubine. 

 

  The Queen walked to the couch, the monarch on the couch suddenly opened his eyes, the Queen 

exclaimed in fright, and stepped back several steps. 



 

  Li Nei said: "Don't worry, madam, Your Majesty can't do anything." 

 

  The Queen gasped in shock, and bravely came to the bed again, looking at the look in the eyes of 

the monarch who wanted to eat her, her brows twitched: "Your Majesty, can he hear us?" 

 

  Li's inner servant nodded: "Yes, Niangniang." 

 

  The Queen's expression changed: "Then what about us..." 

 

  Li Nei said: "The servant said, Your Majesty can't move, and can't speak, so Empress don't have to 

worry about being heard by His Majesty." 

 

   The implication is that you can't do anything when you hear it, let alone what to do with them. 

 

   "You slave, you are so courageous..." The Queen rubbed her panicked heart, "Blindfold your 

majesty's eyes." 

 

The    pair seemed to pierce her eyes, and she was afraid when she saw it. 

 

  Li's servant took a piece of cloth and covered the eyes of the monarch. Then he asked, "Have you 

decided who you want to be the king? Is it Xiaodiji or Lijun Wang?" 

 

  The Queen walked around the room: "Yan'er can't be counted on anymore, so Li'er is more 

appropriate. But...how will I explain it to the ministers then?" 

 

  Li's servant said calmly: "Your Majesty is infected with a serious disease, and he is unable to govern 

and heal. Therefore, Zen is his heir, and he himself is named the Supreme Emperor. Empress, you will 

become the Regent Empress Dowager." 

 

   "Will they believe it?" the queen asked worriedly. 



 

Li Nei said: "Your Majesty only discovered the Empress's secret today and has not had time to reveal it 

to the public. Therefore, in the eyes of the world, you are still the empress who is deeply in love with 

Your Majesty, and no one believes that you will murder His Majesty. With His Majesty's decree as proof, 

everything will come naturally." 

 

The Queen    nodded as if she had an epiphany. 

 

What His Majesty suspects is that only the Tan family, and perhaps Concubine Yun and the king's 

servants, are not to be afraid of. Concubine Yun is a mad woman. The whole world knows that she will 

not deal with herself. No one will believe what she says. , and the Tan family has a relationship with the 

Helian family and the emperor Ji, and her words alone are not enough to win the trust. The most 

difficult thing is Wang Dequan. 

 

  The queen frowned: "By the way, what about Wang Dequan? His Majesty has been in trouble for so 

long, and he didn't find him..." 

 

  Li's servant said lightly: "There is only one possibility, he escaped, and he knows everything." 

 

The monarch walked fast, and the king's servant came to the middle palace later. He was also someone 

who went in and out of the middle palace from time to time. No one would stare at him, and no one 

would guard him. When he walked near Nangongyan's house, he heard After the fierce quarrel, the 

queen's begging for mercy, and the loud crash, he saw Li Yu enter the house with a dagger, and then the 

door was locked. 

 

   He is not a three-year-old child, so he can't guess that the monarch is more fortunate. 

 

   He didn't think about calling a bodyguard, but so what? With the queen's ability, how could she not 

be able to disguise a scene? 

 

   I was afraid that the guards did not capture the queen, but exposed him. 

 

   If you want him to rush in to save His Majesty, it would be even more impossible. With such a weak 

body, a person surnamed Li can kick him to the Palace of Hell! 



 

   Of course, it's true that Wang's servants are greedy for life and fear of death, but it's not false to 

take care of the overall situation. 

 

   He had already learned from Tan's mouth that the queen was a woman with a scorpion's heart. 

Now that she has killed the monarch, she can guess what she will do next with her toes, but if there is 

no jade seal, she will be dreaming! 

 

  The king's inner servant returned to the imperial study and secretly put the monarch's jade seal on 

it! 

 

   He took the jade seal and walked outside the palace! 

 

   At this time, only the Great Emperor Ji can save the monarch and Nanzhao! 

 

   He has to go see her! 

 

   "Your Majesty! Where are you going in such a hurry? Does Your Majesty have another errand?" 

Halfway through the road, a royal guard laughed and joked with him. 

 

  The king's inner servant can't wait to swipe over with a big-eared scratcher, what kind of king? 

What is the public? Grandpa, I'm running for my life, can you not expose my whereabouts? 

 

   "Go, go!" Wang's inner servant waved his hand impatiently, holding the jade seal in his arms tightly 

and heading towards the palace gate. 

 

   Just as he was about to leave the palace, a demonic voice sounded beside him. 

 

   "It's so late, where is the prince sneaking to go?" 

 

   The heart of the king's inner courtier throbbed, uncle's! Li Yu that bastard! 



 

   Li's inner servant made a gesture, and several dead men rushed up and surrounded the king's inner 

servant. 

 

  The servant of the king cleared his throat and said sternly: "I am going out of the palace by His 

Majesty's order, and you stopped me, did you not even pay attention to His Majesty?" 

 

  Li Nei said with a smile: "I don't dare to stop the prince, but the empress's phoenix seal is missing. I 

was ordered to look for it. I also asked the prince to let me search and let you out after the search." 

 

   motherfucker! 

 

   was discovered so quickly! 

 

   If he were to find the jade seal, would he still have his life to go out? Not to mention the dead, the 

key jade seal cannot fall into the hands of these bastards! 

 

  The King's Chamberlain glared angrily: "Presumptuous! I am His Majesty's person, do you even want 

to search me?" 

 

  Li Nei said: "Search!" 

 

   Yuxi was found. 

 

The waiter of the king was also taken by waiter Li to the middle palace to wait for the hair and fall. He 

said that he was waiting for the hair to fall, but in fact he didn't even see the queen's face. Waiter Li had 

the waiter of the king **** with five flowers, gagged his mouth, and carried it away. Too much liquid 

pool. 

 

   Wang's Chamberlain struggled: 

"Hmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm

mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm!" 



 

  You bastards! You must not die! 

 

  Li's servant made a gesture. 

 

  The dead man tied two large stones at the feet of the king's servant and threw them into the water. 

 

  The king's inner servant originally knew water, but his hands and feet were tied, so he could only 

watch himself sink to the bottom of the lake. 

 

   God-killed dog things, he will not let them go even if he is a ghost! 

 

   Just as he was about to drown, a white figure swam over, cut off the rope on his body with a 

dagger, and dragged him to the surface. 

 

   After he landed on the shore, he looked at each other in disbelief: "Gui, noble concubine!" 

 

"Shh." Concubine Yun motioned for him to keep silent, looked around, and found a waist card and a set 

of mama's clothes from the grass, "The waist card is the night when King Gou came to my palace to 

repent, I'll look for him If you want, I stole the clothes casually, you should change them quickly and 

leave the palace." 

 

   "Niangniang..." Wang's housekeeper looked at her with moved and choked up. 

 

Concubine Yun slapped him on the head: "Don't cry for the old lady! The palace will be under martial 

law for a while, and you won't be able to get away if you want to! After you leave the palace, don't go to 

Helian Mansion, I'm worried that someone will stare there, you go to Sishui Street, look for Awan and Jiu 

Chao." 

 

  The king's servant wiped away his tears, and changed his clothes without saying a word: 

"Niangniang, won't you go with the servant?" 

 



   Concubine Yun said: "I can't leave." 

 

   There are thousands of maids and maids in the palace, and it is not difficult to find one, but she is 

the only concubine in the palace. It is too late for the queen to keep an eye on her, so how can she allow 

her to escape from the palace? 

 

  The king's chamberlain left crying. 

 

  The queen got the jade seal and sank him to the bottom of the lake again, a little slack, allowing the 

king's inner servant to seize the opportunity to get out. 

 

After the palace attendant left the palace, he hired a carriage and headed straight to Sishui Street. Just 

thinking that he seemed to have forgotten to ask Concubine Yun which house in Sishui Street they lived 

in, he heard a few little black eggs and pig-like laughter. Voice. 

 

  The King's Chamberlain swears, that's the best laughter he's ever heard in his life! 

 

   Wang's servant got off the carriage, rushed into the courtyard, and knelt down to Yu Wantong who 

was drying herbs in the courtyard: "Little Princess—" 

 

   Yu Wan's hand trembled, and the sieve almost fell off. She glanced at the maid of the king, who 

was neither male nor female, before recognizing him after a long while: "Eunuch Wang? Why are you 

dressed like this?" 

 

The imperial servant said with snot and tears: "Oh! Something happened! Something big! The queen is 

going to rebel! Her Majesty doesn't know what happened to her! The jade seal was also taken away by 

her! Nanzhao is about to change. —" 

 

   "Yu Xi?" Yu Wan raised her eyebrows eccentrically and pointed to Da Bao who was sitting on the 

threshold and stamped with her seal, "You said that?" 

 

  The king's chamberlain took a closer look, and the crying stopped abruptly. 

 



  I saw a stack of papers at Dabao's feet. 

 

   Dabao held the jade seal in one hand and the paper in the other, covered the cover, and built the 

imperial decree of the yard... 

 

   Can you see who has the real jade seal? 

 

   Chapter 487 [V343] After Abolition 

 

  The King's Chamberlain was stunned. 

 

   For a moment, he thought he was wrong, until after rubbing his eyes, Dabao was still holding the 

jade seal cover, and he finally widened his eyes. 

 

   "This, this, this, this... what's going on?" 

 

  How come there are two jade seals? 

 

   One in Dabao's hand and one in the imperial study... 

 

   "Where did the little prince's jade seal come from?" Wang's servant asked in astonishment. 

 

  Yu Wan thought for a while, then rubbed her chin and said, "The monarch gave it." 

 

   Listening to your tone, it seems that you are not quite sure! 

 

  Please, this is a jade seal! Not some **** street stuff! Can you guys have some basic respect for it! ! 

! 

 

   "Dabao, is it something given by His Majesty the King?" Yu Wan asked her son. 



 

   Dabao was very busy with the seal, but he still took time out of his busy schedule to take a look at 

his mother, nodded cutely, and then covered it. 

 

  The king's chamberlain was completely petrified, only the corners of his mouth were twitching. 

 

   Is this really a jade seal? You got it, why do I feel like it's a bag of cabbage? 

 

  But the queen clearly has a jade seal in her hand, so how can Dabao have one here? 

 

Wang's servant was stunned for a while, and then he remembered that Dabao was holding onto the 

jade seal a few days ago. In order to get the jade seal back, His Majesty asked the craftsmen to make a 

fake one. The appearance looked exactly like the real jade seal. They are different, but you can't tell if 

you don't look closely. 

 

   His Majesty had planned to change the two jade seals after Dabao fell asleep. Unexpectedly, Yu 

Wan entered the palace later. Dabao, who had a mother, immediately forgot the jade seal, and the fake 

jade seal lost its value and was put on the shelf by the monarch. 

 

   But... which one is true in the Queen's hands and in the hands of Dabao? 

 

Wang's inner servant remembered another thing. After learning the news that Dabao fell into the water, 

Yu Wan came to pick up the three children from the palace. In order to keep Dabao, the king took the 

jade seal to seduce him, and then the king held it in his hand. is true. 

 

   But Dabao doesn't want it? The child was lying in his mother's arms, sticky, not even looking at the 

jade seal. 

 

   Is it possible that you still want it in the end? 

 

   Not only did you want the jade seal, but also a stack of imperial papers? 

 



Imperial paper, also known as imperial silk, is a brocade fabric made of celestial silk. It is specially used 

for writing imperial edicts. Whether it is jade seal or imperial silk, it is something that people cannot 

find. Dabao's hand. 

 

  The corner of the king's chambermaid's mouth twitched. 

 

  Your Majesty, your petting your great-grandson is not like this, can you still have a bottom line? 

 

   Aren't you afraid that they will scribble and ruin you? 

 

   After all, both the Great Emperor Ji and the Little Princess don't want to see you. 

 

This is what happened - after Yu Wan left the Central Palace with the three little guys, she went to 

Suzaku Palace to say goodbye to Concubine Yun. . 

 

   Dabao took the jade seal and covered it on a blank imperial silk. 

 

  The king saw that he liked it, and took out the imperial silk from the drawer. 

 

   As a result, the jade seal was taken away, the imperial silk was taken away, and no one was left. 

 

   The monarch who wants to cry without tears: "..." 

 

  The King's Chamberlain didn't know about this episode. He was not in the imperial study at that 

time, but even if he knew, he probably wouldn't be able to do better than the monarch. Maybe even the 

ink pad would be given to the little black egg. 

 

   Intuition told Wang's Chamberlain that the jade seal in Dabao's hand was the real one, and the one 

snatched by the queen was fake. 

 

   That would be great! 



 

  Without the real jade seal, the queen wants to rebel, so let's go to her daydream! 

 

   Nine times out of ten, the monarch is controlled by the queen. To save the monarch, the queen 

must be abolished first. 

 

   In the blink of an eye, the servants of the king had a wonderful attention. They had jade seals and 

royal silks in their hands, waste, waste, waste! Abolish that old woman! 

 

   But soon, the palace servant found that he was too happy too early. 

 

   "Dabao, hurry up, Erbao and I have finished writing again!" 

 

   is Xiaobao's urging sound. 

 

   Wang's Chamberlain turned his head to look, his heart skipped a beat! 

 

  I'll be good, two little black eggs sitting crookedly on the lawn of the yard, holding a brush in one 

hand and holding the imperial silk that was covered with the seal by Dabao in the other, drawing in a 

mess. 

 

  Holy, holy, holy, holy, holy decree so badly, badly, wasted by you? ! 

 

  The king's servant can't wait to pass out! ! ! 

 

   The three little black eggs have a clear division of labor, the big treasure cover, the second treasure, 

and the small treasure painting, so happy! 

 

   Seeing that the imperial decree in the yard just let the three little guys clean up the disaster, the 

king's servants wanted to cry more than the monarch. 

 



   Dabao had the last piece of imperial silk left in his hand, Dabao raised the jade seal, dipped it in the 

ink pad, and covered it towards the imperial silk. 

 

"don't want--" 

 

  The king's chambermaid jumped over, threw himself at Dabao's feet, and protected the royal silk 

with his body. 

 

  Boom! 

 

   Dabao's jade seal covered the face of the king's servant. 

 

  No matter what, the last royal silk was snatched away, and the captain of the palace sighed in relief, 

carefully holding the royal silk and stood up. 

 

Dabao raised his head and watched him take away his paper. Erbao and Xiaobao also looked at him. The 

three of them were having a good time, and suddenly someone robbed the toy. An incredible scene 

happened. . 

 

   The three of them pouted and cried with a wow! 

 

"What happened?!" 

 

"What's wrong?" 

 

   Accompanying Guan Yan Embroidery to Xiao Zhenting, who was dozing off in his yard, when he 

heard the voice of the little grandson, the dragon and horse flashed over in an instant. 

 

   And almost at the same moment, King Yan also ran out of his study. 

 



   Fuling Zisu also gave up half of the work and came here. Yan Jiuchao was out to be a demon, or else 

he had to come over to see who was so bold and made his precious son cry. 

 

  The king's inner servant looked at Xiao Zhenting, who was slender, then looked at King Yan, who 

looked cold, and then looked at the two maids who were staring at him, his scalp numb. 

 

  He...he just took a piece of paper... 

 

This servant of the king is not small. She made her son cry within a quarter of an hour. Yu Wan pulled 

the three little guys to her side, took out a handkerchief and wiped their little tears. In my mother's 

arms, she was so aggrieved that she twitched. 

 

  The king's servant opened his mouth: "I...slave...that...it's about..." 

 

He wanted to say that it was a big deal, so he would "snatch" the last piece of imperial silk, but Xiao 

Zhenting and King Yan's cool eyes were clearly telling him that their little grandson was crying and it was 

the most important thing. , go to hell! 

 

  The king's chambermaid was bitter. 

 

   Who is this family? 

 

  Your Majesty, the minions really tried their best... 

 

  Xiao Zhenting wanted to **** the imperial silk from his grandsons, but fortunately Yu Wan stopped 

him. Yu Wan asked Fuling and Zisu to take them to buy candied haws. 

 

  What happened to the monarch? To be honest, Yu Wan didn't really care, but Concubine Yun was 

still in the palace. 

 

   She asked, "Eunuch Wang, what happened? You just said that the queen was rebelling. What 

happened to my grandma?" 



 

Mentioning the concubine Yun, the waiter's nose became sore: "The concubine is in the Suzaku Palace, 

and the servant doesn't know what happened to her. The servant was tied by Li Yu and sank to the 

bottom of the water. It was the concubine who rescued the servant and returned it to After the minions' 

clothes and waist cards, it was the concubine who told the minions to come to Sishui Street to find you. 

The palace should now be under the control of the empress, but the minions guessed that the 

concubine and empress will be fine for the time being." 

 

   The accident of the emperor is enough to make a lot of sense. If the imperial concubine also has an 

accident, it will be easy to be suspicious. Furthermore, Concubine Yun is the biological mother of the 

emperor, so keeping her in the palace is also a kind of constraint on the emperor. 

 

   So no matter from which point of view, Concubine Yun has no worries about her life for the time 

being. 

 

   But you can't keep Concubine Yun in the Queen's hands forever. 

 

   "Why did the queen suddenly rebel?" Yu Wan asked. 

 

The palace servant sighed helplessly: "Oh, it's a long story, in short, Your Majesty learned from the noble 

concubine that the queen had colluded with the Imperial Palace, and the concubine Yun was a witness, 

but she was not the only witness, And Helian Sheng." 

 

   Yu Wan said strangely, "My uncle's son?" 

 

   Wang's Chamberlain nodded: "Yes, that's him. He broke through the secrets of the Queen and the 

National Teacher's Hall, and almost silenced the Queen. In order to protect him, Mrs. Helian and the old 

lady jointly expelled him from the house." 

 

   "My grandmother also knows about this?" Yu Wan was surprised. 

 

   "It's not easy for the old lady." Wang's Chamberlain sighed with emotion. 

 



   A person who loves his grandson so much, actually wants to drive his grandson out of the house 

with his own hands, and has to pretend to be nothing in front of so many people. Only she knows how 

much the old lady has suffered. 

 

  Yu Wan and Yan Jiuchao mentioned about He Liansheng, and the young couple guessed that there 

was something else inside, but they didn't know that the old lady also knew about it. 

 

   King Yan and Xiao Zhenting listened quietly, and it was rare that a war between men did not break 

out. 

 

   "Then what?" Yu Wan asked. 

 

The waiter said: "Then, Your Majesty ordered the servants to announce Mrs Tan into the palace. Those 

words just now were spoken by Mrs Tan. Also, the empress framed the general's infatuation and the 

purpose was to warn Mrs Tan and put Mrs. Tan in. Heliansheng handed it over." 

 

  Yu Wan slapped the table with a slap: "Poison woman! Wait, did Mrs Tan say who did the poison?" 

 

  The king's inner servant sighed: "She did it, but she didn't want to poison the general. The general 

has been poisoned by the queen, and she had to fight poison to save the general's life." 

 

  Yu Wan murmured, "So it is." 

 

   It seems that Yan Jiuchao said it, and it really is the Tan family, but unexpectedly, the queen has 

intervened before. 

 

   Thinking of something, Yu Wan looked at Wang's inner servant again: "Then, what secret did Helian 

Sheng break that made the queen wish to silence him?" 

 

   Family ugliness cannot be made public, but Xiaojun Wang is not an outsider. King Yan and Xiao 

Zhenting... are the father-in-law of Xiaojunzhu, rounding up, they are also family members! 

 



  The shocking news of the king's inner servant said: "...The queen has an affair with the former 

national teacher Yu Wenqiang, and Nangongyan may be their offspring." 

 

   Yu Wan frowned: "What is a possibility? Yes, no, no, no verification?" 

 

   Wang's servant said: "It's because the Tan family is not sure, so the monarch went to the queen to 

ask for proof. As for the result of the proof, the servant was not there at the time. When the servant was 

there, something happened to your majesty." 

 

   It seems that the result of the verification is not very good. Nine times out of ten, the monarch 

wanted to execute the evil son of Nangong Yan in a rage, and the queen had no choice but to fight the 

monarch in order to protect her daughter. 

 

   If so, then the Queen's treason is justified. 

 

   It doesn't matter whether Nangong Yan is an evil species or not. What matters is that the monarch 

has identified her as an evil species, so neither Nangong Yan nor the queen can survive. 

 

  The monarch banished his own flesh and blood, but raised the evil seed for others. Once this kind of 

thing happened, Yu Wan felt that it was light to kill the queen and the nine clans. 

 

  The rabbit was forced to bite, not to mention that the queen was never a simple woman. 

 

"I've never believed in the so-called prophecy of twins of good and bad, but... the affair with the former 

national teacher was beyond my expectations." That woman was really broken, "My grandmother's Did 

she set things up?" 

 

   With Concubine Yun's temperament, Yu Wan didn't believe she would climb the dragon bed even if 

she was beaten to death. 

 

The servant of the king pondered: "This, the servant didn't hear it, but the servant thought, the noble 

concubine should let the queen frame it. The queen did not give birth to a child a few years ago, and the 

queen mother pressed hard. The little county master never thought of it, but the servants have seen it. 



The queen... may be planning to give birth to a child, but unexpectedly, after Concubine Yun became 

pregnant, she also became pregnant with flesh and blood. At this time, Concubine Yun's flesh and blood 

was not only worthless, Instead, it will become a threat to her, which is why she colluded with Yu 

Wenzhao and forcibly gave the emperor Ji An the fate of a lonely star." 

 

   Yu Wan said coldly, "The upper beam is not straight and the lower beam is crooked!" 

 

  With such a mother, no wonder she gave birth to a shameless daughter like Nangong Yan. 

 

  The royal servant said anxiously: "Little county master, let's not talk about this for now. Her Majesty 

and the noble concubine are in her hands. Let's try to save them." 

 

  To save them both, the safest way is to abolish the queen. 

 

   But not everyone is qualified to write the imperial decree after the abolition. Jade seals and 

imperial silk are not enough. The person who writes the imperial decree also has strict regulations, 

whether it is a dedicated minister or the monarch himself. 

 

   "Is it time to catch a minister now?" Yu Wan rubbed her small hands. 

 

  The king's chamberlain couldn't bear to pour a basin of cold water on her: "I think the minister may 

have been captured by the queen." 

 

   Everyone looked at King Yan in unison. 

 

   It's time to show the real technique, the handwriting that even the masters can't distinguish 

between the fake and the real. In the world, I am afraid that only King Yan can do it. 

 

   Central Palace 

 

   But he said that after Li's servant handed the stolen jade seal to the queen, the queen immediately 

ordered someone to capture the minister of the Imperial Academy. 



 

  The minister of the book is a minister who writes imperial edicts for the monarch. Of course, the 

monarch can also write it himself, but isn't the monarch unable to move? I had to let the minister of the 

book do it for me. 

 

  The queen put the knife on the king's neck: "If you don't write it, this palace will kill your majesty." 

 

   This is much more effective than threatening the Minister of the Book. The Minister of the Book 

wrote in tears and handed the finished imperial silk to the Queen's hands tremblingly. 

 

The Queen    drew up an imperial decree that Zen was located in Nangong Li, and she called her 

confidant: "Go to Di Ji's mansion and prepare Li'er to ascend to the throne tomorrow." 

 

   "Yes!" The confidant left the palace non-stop. 

 

Li Nei entered with a bowl of boiled barley porridge: "Niangniang, tomorrow you must remember not to 

make a mistake, Your Majesty has smallpox, which is extremely contagious and cannot be cured. He is 

the Supreme Emperor, and you are the Regent Empress Dowager." 

 

   "Bengong wrote it down." The Queen nodded, then said after a while, "However, does Bengong 

have to be the Queen Mother? Li'er..." 

 

  Li's inner servant explained: "The county king is younger, so I may not be able to handle some 

things. You can only enter and leave the court together when you are the queen regent." 

 

  The queen hesitated: "But this palace doesn't understand the government." 

 

  Li's inner servant smiled and said, "The slave will assist the empress." 

 

The Queen    patted his hand with relief: "Fortunately, I have you." 

 



   That night, the news that His Majesty had smallpox leaked out. The next day, before dawn, the 

queen took Li's servant and the imperial decree to the court. 

 

   Everyone was stunned when they saw that the queen did not see the king. 

 

The Queen    stood on the steps, directly below the dragon chair, looked at the ministers of civil and 

military affairs dignifiedly and dignifiedly, and said with a sad face: "Bengong, there is bad news to 

announce to you." 

 

  Everyone looked at her puzzled. 

 

   Her eyes were red, and she choked up for a while, saying, "Your Majesty's dragon body is not 

healthy, and he is infected with smallpox." 

 

   The cauldron exploded in the hall! 

 

  Smallpox is an incurable disease, and almost none of the patients survived. Not only that, but they 

were also isolated in special villages. On the surface, they were treated intensively, but in fact they were 

waiting to die in the village. 

 

   Did their monarch contract such a disease? 

 

"If you don't believe me, you can go to visit with Ben Gong later." Li's inner servants have arranged it. 

The monarch, regardless of the pulse or appearance, is a symptom of smallpox. She is not even afraid of 

the imperial doctor. A group of courtiers is nothing. Worried. 

 

  The queen held back her tears and said, "Your Majesty feels that his time is short, so he drew up the 

imperial decree overnight. Servant Li, please declare the decree." 

 

   "Why don't you see the king's servants?" a minister asked. 

 



  The queen choked and said, "The servant of the king also got smallpox. Last night...the high fever 

continued...this morning..." 

 

   Just what, she didn't say, but everyone made up their own minds and guessed that the king's inner 

servant was not good enough. 

 

   "Let's declare the decree." The queen said sadly to Li's servant. 

 

"Yes, madam." Li Nei opened the imperial decree, "Follow the sky, the emperor's edict said, I am 

infected with a bad disease, and I am afraid that I will die soon. …” 

 

   "The decree is here—" 

 

   Outside the hall, suddenly came the high-pitched voice of the royal servant. 

 

   Everyone was shocked, didn't it mean that the palace servant of the king was also infected with 

smallpox? How did you come to the court? 

 

  The King's Chamberlain walked in with a bright yellow imperial decree. He was refreshed, his face 

was clean, and there was no trace of smallpox. 

 

The expressions of    Queen and Li's Chamberlain suddenly changed. 

 

   Chapter 488 [V344] Dabao Arrives (Second) 

 

   Didn't you mean Shentang? How could he appear on the Golden Throne Hall in such a good 

manner? Could it be that they saw a ghost in broad daylight? 

 

  Li's inner servant was stunned, it shouldn't be, he personally sank the person, and tied such a heavy 

stone to it, no matter how good the water is, it is impossible to swim up. 

 



   Li's servant naturally couldn't think that the king's servant was saved by Concubine Yun, but even if 

he thought about it, it would be of no avail. The damned person didn't die, and the next situation would 

only be embarrassing. 

 

"Wang's Chamberlain, didn't you have smallpox...are you about to die?" It was the Minister of the 

Ministry who asked the question, and the Queen broke down in tears just now. The appearance of the 

inner servant Ryoma spirit doesn't look like a dying person! 

 

  The king's inner servant spat: "Bah! Who is going to die from smallpox? Isn't the miscellaneous 

family living well?" 

 

  The Minister of Staff looked at him, and then at the tense Empress: "That's it just now..." 

 

   "What happened just now?" Wang's internal servant asked in a tone of voice, knowingly asked, 

"Someone cursed the miscellaneous family with smallpox? Hmph, the miscellaneous family is out of the 

palace by order to do business for His Majesty!" 

 

   Not only did this person not die at the bottom of the lake, but he also went out of the palace in 

troubled waters, which is really hateful! 

 

The faces of the    Queen and Li's Chamberlain became unsightly. 

 

  The queen glared at Li's servant without a trace, and said in a voice that only the two of them could 

hear: "Didn't you say it's done? How did such a big living person come from?" 

 

   "It's the negligence of the servant." Li Nei Shi did not dare to shirk. 

 

   It's pointless to investigate Li's guilt now, and it's urgent to get through the current difficulties 

quickly. 

 

The queen's eyes flashed and she said, "You lied that you are not feeling well, and in all likelihood, you 

are also infected with smallpox, so this palace isolates you, and you don't have to send someone to take 

care of you. It turned out that you lied to this palace, and you actually absconded. Yes! But since you 



have escaped, why did you have the courage to come back? You are afraid that you are not colluding 

with someone and want to conspire to rebel?" 

 

   You are conspiring to rebel! Shameless old witch! 

 

I have to say that the empress is wearing a good hat, not only to round up his own lies, but also to 

classify the king's servants into the "chaotic party", then if he next crusades the empress, he has to 

weigh the ministers. Believe it or not. 

 

"Humph!" The palace servant rolled his eyes and did not argue with the empress about the truth of his 

leaving the palace. Whether Zuo just obeyed the decree or lied about smallpox, it was not true. He 

escaped from the palace with the help of Concubine Yun. Yes, Concubine Yun was kind to him, and he 

didn't want to involve her benefactor at this time. 

 

  The royal servant weighed the imperial decree in his hand: "As you succubus say, anyway, I am here 

today to read an imperial decree to the ministers." 

 

   "Why is there another imperial edict?" 

 

   "Yeah? Your Majesty awarded one to the queen and one to the prince?" 

 

  The ministers began to whisper. 

 

   In all fairness, the Queen and the Queen's Chamberlain are both people whom the monarch trusts 

very much. It is not surprising that the imperial decree is handed over to anyone. The strange thing is 

that one person is holding one in his hand, and looking at the tit-for-tat appearance of the two, it is clear 

that they are already deadlocked. 

 

  The queen looked at the imperial decree in the hands of the prince, her eyes turned cold. 

 

The doctor    held the wat board and said, "There are two imperial decrees, why don't you ask the 

empress and the prince to announce the contents of the two imperial decrees." 

 



The Queen    nodded to Li's servant. 

 

  Li's servant general finished reading half of the imperial decree, which roughly means that the 

monarch was seriously ill and could not be cured. 

 

   "Ha!" After listening to the prince, he smiled up to the sky, "Nanzhao has a regent lady, but I have 

never heard of the regent queen mother. You are a temptress with such a big appetite, do you still want 

to control the court?" 

 

   Li's inner servant said sternly: "My lord! Don't be disrespectful to the queen!" 

 

  The King's Chamberlain rolled his eyes! 

 

The doctor    turned his head to look at the imperial servant: "Then, dare to ask the prince, what 

imperial decree is in your hand?" 

 

  The king's chamberlain raised the imperial edict high: "What I have in my hand... is the imperial 

edict!" 

 

  The queen's steps are staggering! 

 

  Li's inner servant supported her in time and reminded in a low voice, "Niangniang!" 

 

  The ministers were dumbfounded one by one. Did they forget to read the almanac when they went 

out today? Why is the court so turbulent? The monarch and his old man are going to be abolished? 

Abolish the Yuan queen whom he has favored all his life? 

 

  This, how is this possible? 

 

  Everyone looked at the Queen in awe. 

 



The Queen was indignant and said: "Everyone, don't believe him! This palace is deeply in love with His 

Majesty, how could His Majesty abolish this palace? Wang Dequan must have colluded with others to 

plot this palace! Wang Dequan! You can honestly explain who ordered you. To frame this palace?" 

 

  The King's Chamberlain hummed: "The one who instructed me is Your Majesty!" 

 

The Queen    was in a hurry: "You are talking nonsense! Your Majesty, he clearly..." 

 

   "Niangniang!" Li Nei clenched the hand that held the Queen's arm tightly, squeezing a voice from 

between his teeth. 

 

  The queen came back to her senses. 

 

   This **** surnamed Wang really underestimated him, and he almost forced himself to leak his 

words. 

 

"This imperial edict was written by His Majesty himself. If you don't believe it, you can take it and see for 

yourself to see if it is His Majesty's handwriting." The imperial servant said with great confidence, and 

handed the imperial edict to a man beside him. Civil servant. 

 

   Those who can come to the court are all officials of the third rank and above. They have naturally 

seen the handwriting of the monarch, but to understand the handwriting, you have to look at the three 

princes and several chiefs. 

 

   The imperial censor has received the imperial decree. He is one of the three princes and is highly 

regarded by His Majesty. There are many His Majesty's calligraphy on display in the room. He can be 

sure that this is indeed His Majesty's handwriting. 

 

   Then, he showed the imperial edict to the Taifu and Taiwei. 

 

  The two have seen it, and they all said that there is no trace of imitation or copying. 

 



  The king's chamberlain sighed in relief, fortunately King Yan didn't think of rebelling when he was 

the concubine, otherwise Nanzhao would be in chaos in the early morning! 

 

  The imperial decree said that Empress Wei Shi had misconduct, lost the state, colluded with chaotic 

ministers, disrupted the court, persecuted Zhongliang, and Yin (homonym) defiled the court. 

 

   This imperial edict is quite different from the one in the queen's hands. The monarch cannot both 

want to abolish the queen and make her the regent empress dowager, so one of the two imperial edicts 

must be false. 

 

The imperial servant straightened his waist and said, "My lords have checked this imperial decree, it is 

His Majesty's handwriting, the seal and royal silk are also true, but it is the queen, I wonder if you would 

dare to give your imperial decree to Adults, look!" 

 

  The Queen's complexion changed. 

 

   Wang's Chamberlain sneered: "Why? Don't you dare? The Queen is afraid that she doesn't know, 

there is a fake jade seal in Your Majesty's study, you stole it wrong!" 

 

The Queen    squeezed her fingers. 

 

   Doctor Censor bowed his hands and said, "Niangniang, please hand over the imperial edict to our 

ministers for a look." 

 

The Queen    stiffened and did not move. 

 

The    imperial decree was held tightly in her hands as soon as the royal servant stepped into the 

Golden Palace. 

 

  The King's Chamberlain walked over and grabbed the imperial decree in her hand: "Bring it to you!" 

 



   "You..." The queen stretched out her hand to grab it, but the servant of the king had already turned 

around and handed the imperial edict to the third prince. 

 

This imperial decree is not the handwriting of the monarch, but the minister of the minister. The 

monarch does not like to write by himself more and more as he gets older. Nine times out of ten, the 

imperial edict is issued by the minister of the minister. possible, has also been isolated. 

 

   I won’t mention it for now, but the handwriting is correct, and the royal silk is also true. As for the 

seal— 

 

   San Gong exchanged glances. 

 

  The King's Chamberlain akimbo laughed: "Is your true form revealed?" 

 

   "It's the imperial decree," said the imperial censor. 

 

   Wang's inner servant stared with apricot eyes: "You can see clearly! Don't make a mistake! Is the 

seal of the seal really 'Ordered by the sky, that is, Shou Yongchang'?" 

 

   "Yes," said the Censor. 

 

The queen    raised the corners of her lips coldly. 

 

   Really think she is a fool, can't even tell the seal of the real and fake jade seals? 

 

Yes, the two seals are exactly the same, no one would suspect that the jade seal was fake, and would 

not try to distinguish the words too much. It just so happened that she was going to be the Queen 

Mother of the Regent, so excited that she couldn't sleep, and the imperial decree Treat it like a treasure, 

hold it in your hand and look at it over and over again, and you will be able to see the clues. 

 

   They robbed the jade seal for half a day, but it turned out to be a fake. 

 



   But fortunately with the blessing of God, although they did not find the real jade seal in the royal 

study, they found a royal silk with a seal on it. 

 

   This is the first "decree" that Dabaogai laughed out of the pig's cry. 

 

  The king was reluctant to throw it away, so he treasured it. 

 

   This matter, the queen does not know, she does not need to know, it is enough that she can make 

the best use of it. 

 

  The queen looked proudly at the servant of the king: "My lord, what else do you have to say? Do 

you think you stole the jade seal and found someone to imitate your majesty's handwriting, and bring a 

fake imperial decree to abolish this palace?" 

 

  Things took a turn for the worse. No matter how you look at it, the king's servants were more 

suspicious than the queen. 

 

   No matter how favored the king's inner servant is, after all, he is no more than a servant. How can 

he compare to the wife who loves each other? 

 

  When the contents of the two imperial edicts are contradictory, people are more willing to believe 

that the one in the hands of the queen is the real one. 

 

The Queen    said solemnly: "The seal on the imperial decree was affixed by Your Majesty himself last 

night. Fortunately, His Majesty drew up this imperial decree first, otherwise I would not know what the 

prince would do with the stolen jade seal!" 

 

   "No, you...you..." The king's servants were speechless! This poisonous woman! Poison woman! 

Poison woman! 

 

  Li's inner servant scolded: "Come here, Wang Dequan stole the jade seal, forged the imperial edict, 

slandered the queen, and arrested him!" 

 



   Several Royal Forest troops swarmed up and grabbed the arm of the King's Chamberlain. 

 

"Don't be deceived by her! Her imperial edict is fake! She is a demon queen! A temptress! Poisonous 

woman! She colluded with the National Teacher's Hall! She is messing up the court! She... woo woo 

woo!" Mouth was blocked. 

 

   However, just as the servant of the king was about to be dragged out, a strong figure descended 

from the sky and mercilessly kicked away the army of the royal guard who had captured the servant of 

the king. 

 

  The king's servant was free, pulled out the piece of cloth in his mouth, and said in surprise, "Shadow 

Guard!" 

 

  Ying Thirteen wore a long black cloak and walked calmly into the Golden Palace. 

 

  Under the dumbfounded gazes of the ministers, he knelt down on one knee, opened his cloak, and 

gently placed the little black egg that he was protecting in his arms on the floor that could be seen. 

 

   Da Baowu rolled his eyes, hugged the jade seal, and took a few steps. 

 

   Seeing the jade seal is like seeing the king. 

 

   Everyone knelt down to the ground! 

 

   Even the queen knelt down with a pale face. 

 

   Dabao sauntered to the doctor's censor, took the imperial decree in his hand, bent down his 

chubby waist, spread the imperial decree on the ground, and poked his little finger: "Mmmm!" 

 

The doctor of the imperial clerk looked at the place he pointed. It was the back of the imperial decree, 

covered by the texture, with a line of small characters written in very light handwriting - the forty-first 



year of the early days, the seventeenth of the twelfth lunar month, at three quarters of the year, Big 

treasure seal. 

 

   This is the first seal made by the monarch's beloved little great-grandson, and it is also the first 

time he hears the little great-grandson laughing and screaming. For the monarch, this is a memory 

worth cherishing. 

 

   He took it down carefully. 

 

   He treasured it well. 

 

   was originally just a love for Dabao, but unexpectedly the critical moment became the most 

powerful evidence to bring down the queen. 

 

   This is the handwriting of the monarch, and it is impossible for the doctor of the imperial censor, 

the captain and the master to recognize it. 

 

   Therefore, this is not a seal made by the monarch at all, it is made by His Royal Highness. 

 

   That Empress just now said that Her Majesty had stamped the seal with her own hands last night, 

which was obviously a lie. 

 

   The expressions of everyone looking at the queen changed. 

 

  The royal servant raised his eyebrows. 

 

   Little Highness came down too soon, and let this poisonous woman succeed one step later! 

 

  The King's Chamberlain said with an air of air: "What are you doing? Who forged the imperial edict 

and can't see it? Why don't you take this poisonous woman down!" 

 



   The Royal Forest Army looked at each other. 

 

   The three men exchanged a wink and said in unison, "Take her!" 

 

   The Royal Forest Army rushed towards the Queen. 

 

   In the blink of an eye, Li Nei Shi rushed over, dragged Dabao into his arms, and grabbed his throat 

with one hand: "Don't come here! Otherwise I'll kill him!" 
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   Li's action made everyone gasp, and everyone was kneeling at that moment, no one expected such 

a change would happen. 

 

   Dabao was kidnapped next to the doctor of the censorship, and the doctor of the censorship 

blamed himself to death. How did he take a step slow and put the little prince behind bars? 

 

   It's no wonder Doctor Censor, he's just a civil servant, no normal person can react faster than him 

in such a situation. 

 

   The most irritating thing is of course this eunuch. There has always been a battle for the court, and 

the battle for the succession has been repeatedly banned, but no matter what, innocent children should 

not be implicated. 

 

   Not to mention, he is still such a cute and bursting child. 

 

   When Dabao was robbed of his beloved little paper, he pouted and cried, but when he was really 

kidnapped by the wicked, he showed the calmness he had never had before. 

 

   He didn't cry, didn't make trouble, didn't move, just stayed in Li's arms. 

 



   Or rather the royal family, this calm and calm demeanor is definitely not something ordinary 

children can have. 

 

   Dabao's reaction made many ministers relieved, but at the same time, they hated this shameless 

servant even more! 

 

   He can handle such a small child, his conscience was eaten by a dog! 

 

Li Nei Shi is the queen's person, and his actions were scolded by the courtiers even with the queen. If it 

was just that the third prince had doubts about the queen, most people were still at a stage of being 

suspicious, then at this time, all Everyone was convinced of the Queen's crime. 

 

  Collaborating with chaotic ministers, disrupting the court, and obscene court, this is something that 

he thinks can never happen to the queen. Right now, they don't even need evidence, they can't believe 

it anymore! 

 

The queen was really miserable by Li's inner servant. She never thought that she would use Dabao to get 

out of her own life. She has committed sins, but she is a last resort. In her heart, she still wants to be a 

good queen, a good queen The queen mother, how could she kidnap a child in front of so many people? 

 

  The queen pinched her brows and turned to look at Li's servant: "Li Yu! Put people down!" 

 

Li Nei said seriously: "Niangniang! You can't let it go! If you let it go, you will die! They will put you in the 

heavenly prison. Now that His Majesty has a serious disease and cannot handle the affairs of the state, if 

you fall into the hands of the Great Emperor Ji, what do you think? Are you still alive?" 

 

  The Queen's heart skipped a beat. 

 

   That's right, if she falls, these ministers will definitely turn against Da Di Ji, and because of what she 

did to Da Di Ji, she has no way to survive. 

 

   and Yan'er and her pair of children. 

 



   Yan'er robbed King Yan, and King Yan was the in-law of Da Di Ji. With this relationship in it, it was 

difficult to guarantee that Da Di Ji would not avenge King Yan, and Yan'er and her pair of children could 

not be kept. 

 

  The Queen's expression became tangled. 

 

   "Queen! Don't be obsessed!" The doctor of the imperial censor spoke out to discourage him. 

 

  The Queen's eyes moved, and there was a hint of hesitation: "Li's servant..." 

 

Li Nei Shi gritted his teeth and said: "Niangniang! Today's thousands of mistakes are all the fault of the 

slave! It has nothing to do with you! The slave can't bear to see you suffer grievances! Only when the 

time is right, the mother has new evidence to confirm Your own innocence, the servant will die without 

regret!" 

 

  Oh, oh, listen to this nonsense, the king's servant is about to vomit, and it is a sure thing, he can still 

talk nonsense with his eyes open, how can he not be a servant in this matter! 

 

The Queen    was finally persuaded by Li's inner servant. 

 

   She gave up resistance. 

 

Servant Li threatened: "You all get out of the way! Prepare a carriage, and no one is allowed to follow 

me! Don't try to sneak up on me, there is poison hidden in my fingernails, and you accidentally cut your 

little highness, you will regret it! " 

 

   The Royal Forest Army, who had really planned to sneak attack on him, didn't dare to move. 

 

   They can't gamble on the life of the little Highness. 

 



   Little Highness is the most beloved heir of the monarch. The monarch once took him to court, sat 

on the dragon chair, and gave him a jade seal. If they harmed the little highness, the consequences 

would be disastrous. 

 

   The Royal Forest Army made way and prepared a carriage for Li Nei and the Queen. 

 

   "Wait, what if Li'er will come over later?" The queen grabbed the wrist of Li's servant. 

 

Li Nei said: "The king of the small county has not come at this time, and it is estimated that he will not 

come. Besides, the movement of the Jinluan Palace is so big, the king of the small county will soon get 

the news, he has nothing to do with this matter, the maiden need not worry, hurry up. The carriage." 

 

  The Queen nodded in shock. 

 

  Suddenly, grabbed Li's hand again: "Yan'er she..." 

 

  Li's inner servant whispered: "The slave will think of a way to rescue Xiaodiji, and the maiden will 

get on the carriage first." 

 

The Queen    took a deep breath, suppressed the panic in her heart, and got into the carriage. 

 

   The Imperial Forest Army and the ministers followed from afar, ready to rescue the little Highness 

at any time. 

 

  Li's inner servant grabbed Dabao and said fiercely: "Everyone retreated ten feet! Otherwise, I would 

shake my hands in fright, and don't blame me if I cut the little highness!" 

 

  The king's inner servant hurriedly waved his hand: "Retreat, retreat! It's all for the miscellaneous 

family to retreat!" 

 

  Everyone retreated ten feet, and the guards at the gate were no exception. 

 



  The coachman is someone Zhonggong can trust. 

 

  Li's Servant said, "Don't chase after me. When I **** the Empress to a safe place, I will bring the 

little Highness back safe and sound." 

 

  The inner servant of the king said, I believe you are a ghost! 

 

   But this juncture cannot provoke the madman. 

 

   His eyes told the waiter Wang that he was crazy, he wouldn't care about Dabao's life or death, if he 

couldn't leave safely, he would drag Dabao to death together. 

 

   Dabao's life is much heavier than his. 

 

  Everyone could only watch helplessly as Li Nei Shi carried Da Bao into the carriage. 

 

Just as he was leaning into the carriage with most of his body, suddenly an arrow broke through the air 

from the side path, making a humming sound in the air. When he reacted, the arrow pierced his throat 

horizontally. 

 

   Everyone was startled. 

 

  The king's inner servant was horrified: "Little, little highness!!!" 

 

   A thin figure came on a horse, pointed toes, jumped on the carriage, and took the big treasure in 

his arms in time before Li Nei Shi fell to the ground. 

 

   This scene should not be too thrilling, everyone's cold sweat was frightened out, and Li's servant 

fell down. They thought that the little highness would fall along with him, so even if he didn't scratch 

him, he would have to fall on the ground. 

 



   Fortunately, it was caught. 

 

  Wait, this person is… 

 

  The King's Chamberlain could see the face of the other party, but luckily he didn't come out. 

 

   The person who suddenly rushed out and shot Li Nei Shi and snatched the treasure was not 

Nangong Yan, but who was it? 

 

  Nangong Yan was dressed in strong clothes and looked valiant, but he was seriously ill in the end. 

Not only did he lose weight, but his complexion was indescribably pale. 

 

   However, in this paleness, there is a resoluteness and coldness that no one has ever seen before. 

 

  Nangong Yan has not been in martial arts for many years, and the waiter almost forgot that she had 

also practiced martial arts with the generals, but her martial arts skills were not very strong. 

 

  The king's chamberlain gritted his teeth secretly, not waking up early or late, waking up at this 

juncture, he wouldn't have come to rescue the little highness specially. 

 

Nangong Yan held Dabao in one hand, stood on the carriage, and threw a message with the other hand, 

and threw it in the hands of a royal guard: "This is my battle message, go back and tell my sister that I 

want to return the child, three days later, See you at the altar!" 

 

   "Hey!" The palace servant was about to stop her, but she hit the horse with a whip, and the steed 

drove out like a gust of wind. 

 

   King's Chamberlain jumped: "What are you doing standing still? Hurry up and chase!" 

 

   The Royal Forest Army hurriedly chased out of the palace gate, but they were too far away due to 

the threat of Li’s servant earlier, and they didn’t catch up even if they wanted to. 

 



  Wang's Chamberlain went to Surabaya Street with the post. 

 

   Yan Jiuchao has returned. 

 

   Shadow Thirteen also returned. 

 

Wang's Chamberlain told Yan Jiuchao, Yu Wan, King Yan, and Xiao Zhenting about everything that 

happened in the main hall. I heard that Dabao was kidnapped, and everyone's face was covered with a 

shadow. . 

 

   Shadow Thirteen knelt down on one knee: "My subordinate is negligent." 

 

  Yan Jiuchao didn't say anything to blame, but asked, "What happened?" 

 

   Shadow Thirteen frowned and said, "My subordinates found out about Li's actions. They were in 

time to save Dabao, but they were suppressed by an invisible internal force." 

 

   Yan Jiuchao said lightly: "Asura?" 

 

   With Shadow Thirteen's current strength, there are not many people who can completely suppress 

him. 

 

   Shadow Thirteen nodded: "At that time, there should be an Shura nearby." 

 

Yu Wan frowned and said, "No wonder Nangong Ligui didn't go to the court, so he was waiting here. 

Was he ready to wash the court with blood? Since Nangong Yan was willing to kill Li's servant, then Li 

Nei The servants should not be their minions, if Li Neishi hadn't hijacked Dabao, none of the people in 

the court might have survived." 

 

   This may sound a little crazy, but the Queen's lineage has been cornered, and it's not like Nangong 

Li's viciousness can't do such a jerk. 

 



   Wang's inner servant was stunned: "So... is it thanks to Li's inner servant for that?" 

 

  Because Li Neiji hijacked Dabao, the queen could withdraw and retreat, and because Nangongyan 

appeared in time, she made a war note to the emperor Ji. If there was a way to survive, of course, she 

would not take the step of burning jade and stone. 

 

   King's Chamberlain sighed with emotion: "Your Highness used himself to save the lives of civil and 

military officials, but what should we do next?" 

 

  Yu Wan said: "Let's see what the battle posts say first." 

 

   King Yan opened the battle post. 

 

The    battle post was written in a hurry by Nangong Yan, and the handwriting was scribbled, but it 

was finally identifiable, roughly saying that three days later, there would be a battle of Yunzhou with the 

Great Emperor Ji at the altar. 

 

   "What is the Battle of Yunzhou?" Yu Wan asked in confusion. 

 

   Xiao Zhenting also widened his eyes, obviously, he had heard of the Battle of Changping, the Battle 

of Yanmen, the Battle of Julu... What the **** is the Battle of Yunzhou? ! 

 

  Yan Jiuchao said quietly: "It is said that the first emperor in Nanzhao to sit on the dragon chair was 

not the founding emperor." 

 

A hint of admiration flashed across King Yan's eyes: "It seems that Cong'er also knows about the battle 

of Yunzhou." 

 

   Yan Jiuchao said: "Uncle mentioned it, but he didn't say much." 

 

  Yu Wan looked resentful: "Why didn't Uncle tell me?" Isn't she still the most favored girl in the 

family? 



 

King Yan glanced at his daughter-in-law kindly, pushed her favorite snacks to her hand, and then 

continued: "That's right, when Taizu conquered the country and established himself as emperor among 

the people, he set the capital in Yunzhou, but moved the capital. Later, there was a cousin who refused 

to accept it. The saying is that the country was fought together by everyone, and the throne should also 

be seated by everyone. Since ancient times, there has been no such reasoning, and Taizu naturally 

refused to agree, but the cousin was established again. He has a high reputation with the army, and 

finally, Taizu thought of a way to compete with his cousin in the old city of Yunzhou, the winner is the 

emperor, and Taizu lost." 

 

   Yu Wan was stunned: "Then..." 

 

King Yan sighed: "I would like to admit defeat, Taizu really gave up the throne, but that cousin is not 

ignorant, he has been emperor for more than ten years before he died, and he returned the throne to 

Taizu's son. already." 

 

  Yu Wan snorted, it was considered that the person had a conscience, but thinking about it carefully, 

it seems that this has nothing to do with conscience. When he challenged Taizu, Taizu should not have 

it, but he still agreed. 

 

King Yan continued: "Afterwards, the tradition of the Battle of Yunzhou was slightly changed and 

retained. If any prince is dissatisfied with his brother being the heir, he can challenge the other party. If 

he wins, the heir will be his. Of course, the prince can agree or refuse, but once he agrees, there is no 

room for repentance." 

 

   "Most people wouldn't agree, right?" Yu Wan said. 

 

   "Yeah." King Yan nodded. 

 

   If you don’t agree, you won’t lose a piece of meat. If you agree, you may lose the crown prince 

position. Now their situation is different. The great treasure is in the hands of Nangong Yan, and they 

have to agree even if they don’t agree. 

 

  Yu Wan asked, "What is it? Do you have to fight by yourself?" Her mother is so weak, she will lose 

badly! 



 

   King Yan shook his head: "No, the battle of Yunshen has a total of three rounds, magic, sorcery, and 

martial arts, and two wins in three rounds." 

 

   Yu Wan understands after saying this, the time has come to fight the lineup, Nangong Yan and 

Nangong Li have a national teacher and three Shura in their hands, and the latter two are almost 

guaranteed to win. 

 

   This is the only chance for Nangong Yan to win back the position of the queen, and the only chance 

for them to save Dabao. 

 

   "What else did the post say?" Yu Wan asked. 

 

   King Yan looked at the post and said, "Say, if the Emperor Ji wins, the throne will belong to her; if 

the Emperor Ji loses, the treasure will be returned to her." 

 

   Yu Wan frowned: "Wait, the implication is that if we win, Dabao will not be returned? We must 

lose to her?" 

 

   King Yan shook his head again: "She shouldn't mean that." 

 

   Based on King Yan's understanding of Nangongyan, she wrote too anxiously and did not express it 

accurately enough. What Nangongyan really wanted to say, even if you lose, the child will return it to 

you. In short, you are not at a loss. 

 

  Yu Wan has no interest in the position of Emperor Concubine. She believes that her aunt is the 

same. Nangong Yan is really self-inflicted. After they get the medicine, they will leave Nanzhao and be 

her Emperor Concubine. 

 

   When Nanzhao has no successor, is it possible that the monarch will not pass the throne to her? 

 

  Why do you have to rush to death? 



 

   Do you think that everyone is like her, that the throne is more valuable than gold? 

 

   They have mines! ! ! 

 

  Nangongyan has offended the public this time. No one wanted to interfere in Nanzhao's affairs, but 

she actually stole their beloved treasure, so they wouldn't let her get what she wanted. 

 

   "Yan Jiuchao." Yu Wan looked at her husband. 

 

  Yan Jiuchao nodded knowingly: "Return to Helian's Mansion." 

 

   Since this post is for Dadiji, it must be handed over to Dadiji. 

 

   "Where's Dabao?" Xiaobao woke up, rubbed his eyes and walked in in a daze. 

 

  Er Bao was with him. 

 

   Two little guys holding hands. 

 

  I like to tease Dabao on weekdays, but my favorite is Dabao. When Dabao is not there, I can't sleep 

well. 

 

   Yu Wan rubbed their little heads: "Da Bao has gone out, and his parents will bring him back soon." 

 

   "Yeah." Xiaobao scratched his stomach and opened his pocket, "I left candy for Dabao." 

 

   "Er Bao also stayed." Er Bao kept two. 

 



   "It's so good." Yu Wan took the two little guys into her arms, thinking of the big treasure who was 

taken away alone, wondering if his parents and brother were not around, would he feel scared. 

 

  The carriage galloped all the way, and the queen's intestines were almost broken. 

 

   Her hood had long since fallen off, revealing an unsightly bald spot. 

 

   She can't stabilize her figure if she covers her baldness with her hands, and she can't cover her 

baldness if she stabilizes her figure. 

 

   But it was so bumpy that the child fell asleep snoring. 

 

  Queen: "..." 

 

The Queen    couldn't take it anymore, and panted, "Can, can you slow down?" 

 

   "No." Nangong Yan said while holding the snoring Dabao. 

 

"Yan'er..." She was supposed to be happy that her daughter was awake, but suddenly so many things 

happened, and the queen was really in no mood. The queen remembered Li's servant who was shot to 

death by her daughter, and said, "You Why did you kill Li Yu? Li Yu is smart and capable, if it weren't for 

him today..." 

 

  Nangongyan interrupted the queen's words: "If it wasn't for him today, the trouble would not be 

irreversible!" 

 

  Daughter is... murdering her? 

 

The Queen    looked at Nangong Yan in disbelief. 

 



  Nangong Yan didn't have the time to care about her tone, she said coldly, "Does the queen mother 

know who the servant is?" 

 

The Queen    puzzled and said, "Isn't he the servant of this palace?" 

 

  Nangong Yan's eyes lighted coldly and said: "He is a remnant of the previous dynasty, lurking beside 

his mother, the purpose is to instigate the mother to rebel, causing chaos in Nanzhao, he just sits and 

reaps the benefits of the fisherman!" 
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Nangong Yan will know that this is also due to her serious illness in these days, the abandonment of her 

concubine, the calculations of Yan Jiuchao, and the decline of the Queen's Mansion. No difference, in 

front of her there is no previous cautiousness. 

 

   She overheard a lot of things, including a conversation between Li Yu and an accomplice. 

 

  Li Yu said that he was more and more favored by the queen, and the queen couldn't leave him 

anymore. This chess piece is very useful, and it can turn the Nanzhao court upside down. At that time, it 

will be much easier for them to restore the country. 

 

   Although Li Yu died, his accomplices are still in the Central Palace, but it doesn't matter, they have 

already left. 

 

  The queen's biggest calculations in her life are all in Yuwenqiang's place. She has been blessed by 

Yuwenqiang and the National Teacher's Hall for many years. She is not as careful as before, and she is 

not as vigilant as before. The matter of Li's inner servant is a huge lesson. 

 

Thinking that she was about to become a chess piece of a chamberlain, the queen felt a chill in her 

heart, she held Nangong Yan's hand, sighed and said, "The queen is wrong to blame you, fortunately you 

arrived in time, otherwise, the queen would not know herself. Where are you going to be kidnapped by 

that eunuch?" 

 



The biggest mistake was not that he was almost abducted, but that Dabao was kidnapped in front of the 

courtiers. This was an irreversible mistake. In the future, it was Nangong Yan who eliminated all odds 

and washed away the "collaboration" between the queen and the National Teacher's Hall, which also 

changed. The sins committed on the Golden Throne Hall today cannot be ignored. 

 

  It’s a pity that things have already happened, and it’s useless to regret it. 

 

   In the duel three days later, she must defeat the Great Emperor! 

 

   "Yan'er, how is your body?" Just now, she only cared about escaping, but she forgot to care about 

her daughter's body. Thinking of this, the queen felt a layer of guilt. 

 

  Nangong Yan said: "I'm fine." 

 

   It's not really all right, nothing can happen if something happens, at the juncture of life and death, 

when she falls, everything is over. 

 

  Why doesn't the queen understand that she is trying to be brave? The queen raised her sleeves in 

distress and wiped the sweat from her forehead, but she turned her head to avoid it. 

 

  The Queen's expression froze: "Yan'er, you..." 

 

   She wanted to say, did you hear my conversation with His Majesty and know about me and Yuwen 

Qiong? 

 

When the words reached her lips, she skipped this and asked directly, "Is it because of the mother?" 

 

   "No." Nangong Yan said perfunctorily. 

 

  The queen choked and said: "The queen mother knows that you blame me. The queen mother is 

indeed at fault, but the queen mother did not do it on purpose. At that time, the queen mother..." 

 



   "Stop talking!" Nangong Yan didn't want to hear about her romantic history with Yu Wenzhao! 

 

  Nangongyan hopes that she has never known the truth, that her mother did not betray her father, 

and that she did not become a lucky star by relying on Yu Wenqiang to change her life against the sky. 

 

   "Yan'er..." The queen held Nangong Yan's hand again. 

 

   In a violent bump, the queen's body fell to the side. 

 

   Mother and daughter separated their hands, and Nangong Yan didn't lift her eyelids. 

 

The Queen    felt the endless indifference on her daughter's face. 

 

   She finally blamed herself... 

 

   "Where are we going now?" said the queen sadly. 

 

   Nangong Yan said: "Go to Di Ji's mansion and pick up Li'er and Xi'er." 

 

   As soon as the voice fell, a carriage stopped at the entrance of the alley, blocking their way. 

 

   Nangong Yan's face flashed a trace of vigilance, and a strong figure jumped out of the car: "Mother, 

it's me!" 

 

   "Li'er!" Nangong Yan's expression relaxed, and he opened the car curtain. 

 

  Nangong Li walked up quickly, and she didn't show the slightest surprise when she saw the queen 

and the big treasure in Nangong Yan's arms, as if she knew it early in the morning. 

 

   He bowed and said, "Grandmother, mother." 



 

The Queen    nodded in relief. 

 

   "Where's the stream?" Nangong Yan didn't see Nangong Stream. 

 

  Nangong Li sat down beside Nangong Yan and said, "I have placed her in a proper place, mother 

don't have to worry." 

 

   After a period of absence, Nangongli also lost weight. They did not know what crimes they had 

committed, and they committed crimes one after another in the hands of Dadiji and his party, tossing 

them into a human form. 

 

  Nangongli's broken rib took a lot of work to connect, and he used several large vats of elixir. It's also 

a blessing that he is a royal family. 

 

   "Go." Nangong Li said to the driver. 

 

  The driver waved his whip and continued to drive forward. 

 

  Nangongli glanced at the child who was sleeping soundly in the arms of the Great Emperor Ji, his 

eyes were cold, he made Concubine Yun and Yu Shaoqing toss so miserably, and now their hearts are in 

his hands... 

 

   aware of his son's thoughts, Nangong Yan reminded: "Don't touch him for the time being, I'll keep 

it useful." 

 

  Nangong Li's eyes filled with murderous intent: "Got it, mother." 

 

  The carriage avoided the bustling streets and drove in the deserted alleys. After a while, it left the 

block and came to a deserted and deep path. 

 

  Nangongli lifted the curtain and looked around: "Mother, where are we going?" 



 

  Nangong Yan didn't answer him, but said, "You'll know when you go." 

 

  The carriage went round and round, and finally arrived at a small bamboo forest when the queen 

was almost vomited. 

 

  Nangongyan got off the carriage with Dabao in his arms. 

 

   At this time, Dabao has woken up. 

 

   As soon as he opened his eyes to a completely unfamiliar place, he still didn't cry, he just stayed in 

Nangong Yan's arms so quietly with his black eyes open. 

 

  Nangongyan was on the verge of a possible attack at any time, and it was Dabao who had to be 

captured. 

 

  The queen put on her headgear and got off the carriage with the help of Nangong Li. 

 

  Nangong Yan is still weak, such a big and fat boy, he can't hold it after a while. 

 

   She looked down at the little guy in her arms: "Has anyone told you that you are heavy?" 

 

   Dabao shook his head. 

 

   The corner of Nangong Yan's mouth twitched, what kind of monsters are those family members? 

Isn't such a fat child too heavy? 

 

   "Go by yourself." Nangong Li put him on the ground and grabbed his small hand. 

 

   Dabao followed her obediently. 



 

   Queen and Nangong Li followed behind them. 

 

   After walking for about a quarter of an hour, an elegant and unique courtyard appeared in front of 

several people. 

 

  The yard surrounded by bamboo fences and the thatched cottage look simple and simple, but the 

floor under the porch is made of the finest golden nanmu. 

 

   Queen and Nangong Li stopped in unison. 

 

   "This is..." As soon as Nangong Li made a sound, a man in white walked on the sidewalk. The man 

didn't notice them, and his side face flashed past and walked into the small courtyard. 

 

  Nangongli looked at the familiar back, her eyes lit up, and strode over: "Father!" 

 

  The man turned around. 

 

   That is a face that is three or two similar to King Yan, but it is definitely not King Yan himself. 

 

   A trace of loss flashed in Nangong Li's eyes. 

 

   Yes, how could he forget that the man had already abandoned their mother and son to go to his 

Zijun and his Cong'er. 

 

  What are you looking forward to? That man found his conscience, changed his mind, and wanted to 

go through the difficulties with them? 

 

   "Li'er." Bai Qianli recognized him and couldn't help showing a happy smile. 

 



   This intimate address made Nangongli frown: "Who are you? How dare you call this king by his first 

name?" 

 

   "I'm..." Bai Qianli opened her mouth and hesitated. Nangong Yan, who rushed over, nodded, and 

then he looked at the child who was held by Nangong Yan in surprise. 

 

   He has seen Yan Jiuchao before, and this child looks and features a lot like Yan Jiuchao. 

 

   He was surprised, but did not speak. 

 

   He looked at the queen beside him again. 

 

   "My mother." Nangong Yan said. 

 

  Bai Qianli bowed: "I've seen the lady." 

 

The Queen    looked at him and then at her daughter who had already entered the house. Her eyes 

moved slightly, but she didn't say anything, and stepped into the house. 

 

  Nangong Li also noticed the unusual atmosphere between the two of them before, especially since 

this person was so similar to his father, he chased Nangong Yan into a wing. 

 

   Nangong Yan's accustomed appearance made Nangong Li's heart feel a little strange. 

 

  Nangong Li's face sank: "Mother, who is that man?" 

 

  Nangongyan let Dabao sit on the stool and turned to look at his son indifferently: "Is this the time to 

care about this? Three days later will be the duel with Dadiji, you should think about how to win her for 

me!" 

 

  Nangong Li clenched his fist. 



 

   Dabao raised his small head, looked at the two who were fighting with swords, raised his little 

hands and covered his ears. 

 

   "Don't be afraid." Nangongyan took his little hand, "Don't quarrel." 

 

   Dabao looked at Nangongli again, as if asking if he was really not noisy? 

 

  Nangongli gave Dabao a cold look and went out without looking back! 


